Eugene Csocsán de Várallja:

THE HUNGARIAN MONARCHY AND THE EUROPEAN RENAISSANCE.
(Summary)

Chapter I. The Statues of Buda Castle and the Fore Wind of the
Renaissance.
Between 16th February and 1st June in 1974 László Zolnay has found approximately 55
statue fragments in the precinct of the royal castle of Buda in the immediate neighbourhood of
so called „Fresh Palace” built by King Emperor Sigismund. 22 metres from the place at which
the mentioned fragments were found a fragment of Sigismund’s crest decorated by (golden)
lime tree leaves1 was discovered from the same limestone. The limestone of these statues was
quarried at Budafok, (at that time called Promontor,) 9 km South of the Royal Castle of Buda
and not far from the Danube on which the stones could be easily transported. The traces of
burning and soot on these fragments and the fact that originally they were scattered at least 22
meters apart must show, that these statues were broken at the explosion of the Fresh Palace on
the 19th May 1578, when thunder-clap ignited the gunpowder kept in the Fresh Palace by the
Turks.2
One of the larger fragments with more or less intact face was termed „knight, eyes
painted, with capuccio (that is with hooded hat)3” by László Zolnay. It has not been
recognised however so far, that the features of this person are identical with portrait of
Sigismund is attributed to Pisanello in the Catalogue of Kunsthistorische Museum in Vienna.4
The statue shows, that Sigismund „had a fortunate appearance…beautiful body, which
augustly mirrored his majesty…nature could not enhance his good looks…”5 exactly as he
was characterised by Bonfini, whose quoted description might be based just on this statue.
Sigismund’s already mentioned crest belonging to the same statuary confirms this statue’s
identification, just as the location of the find at the place of the Fresh Palace built by
Sigismund. This representation of Sigismund displays an extremely slight and fine smile,
which is perhaps not more, than his soul’s presence in the likeness, which compared with the
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archaic smile of Sigismund’s father in the cathedral of Prague, shows the difference caused by
the arrival of the early quattrocento at Buda, just as the happy smiling angel’s face.6
The historian Gyula Schönherr knew, that „on the famous altarpiece of Cologne on
the right of the Virgin Sigismund impersonates the first of the three kings. He just, as his
court, is represented in the court dress of their time on this painting.”7 The fact, that King
Sigismund impersonated the king whose peculiar fur cup is kept by one of his courtier on the
Cologne altarpiece has been emphasised by the great Hungarian art historian, Lajos Vayer
too.8 This observation is significant, because the features of person keepings the bejewelled
headgear of Sigismund correspond to head found at the royal castle of Buda and named
„shouting male’s head” 9by László Zolnay. This person could be only Sigismund’s right
hand man, and brother-in-law: Nicholas de Gara de genere Dorozsma, the Palatine of
Hungary because of his role on the Cologne altarpiece. The features of the person on Nicholas
de Gara’s right are mirrored by the head found at Buda and termed as „archaic head II” 10by
László Zolnay . The place occupied by him on the Cologne altarpiece next to Nicholas de
Gara and the monarch just as his age reveals, that he is the father-in-law of both the
King/Emperor as well as of the Palatine of Hungary, and therefore he is Hermann de Cilly,
the Banus of Slavonia at the time.
In the years 1425-27 Masolino painted in Hungary,11 and later he created a fresco for
Branda Cardinal Castiglione in Castiglione Olona, showing a younger gentleman with
characteristic moustache. The youngest king on the Cologne altarpiece has identical features
with the same moustache, who is identified by John de Hunyad’s representation on folio
132recto of the of Johannes de Thwrocz’s Chronicle printed in Bruno in 1488, which also
identifies him with Zolnay’s „I.Heroic head (of a man)”12. It has been recognised already
earlier by János Eisler that the statue designated „knightly figure in a coat of arm with
dress-belt”13by Zolnay in fact represents Albert von Habsburg, the son-in-law of Sigismund
(and later King of Hungary). It should be added, that he seems to be dressed in the chivalric
dress of the Order of the Dragon, Sigismund’s chivalric order. It is surprising however that his
features resemble very closely on a photograph King Charles IV’s son, Otto made when he
was around forty.
It has been recognised by László Zolnay, that the head of a „Charming maid”,14
which might have never been hidden in the earth, but found apparently in the neighbourhood
of the Chapel in the Royal Castle, also belongs to the same statuary. It was explained by Lajos
Vayer that on his frescoes in the Sacrament Chapel of San Clemente in Rome, Masolino has
repeatedly represented Emperor Sigismund.15 On the same frescoes Masolino has also
depicted the „Charming Maid” both en face16 and en profile.17 This could mean only that she
was Sigismund’s daughter Elisabeth of Luxemburg, while she was a girl, when the these
frescoes were painted.
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The young optimist looking person wearing felt hat18 is identified as King Sigismund’s
young Treasurer-in-Chief by folio 103 in the Matthias Gradual.19 Therefore he can be only
Michael Ország de Gwth from the clan Gut-Keled.
Finally it ought to be pointed out, that the face and even the melancholy countenance
of the bishop20 among the statues of Buda castle resembles the face and melancholy
countenance of a figure named “Knight with capuccio” 21by Zolnay22 in the same statuary.
This seems to show, that the bishop was George de Pálócz, the Primate of Hungary, while the
other statue shows the features of his brother, Mathew de Pálócz, the Chief Judge of the
country (országbíró in Hungarian). Zolnay’s „II. Heroic head”23 corresponds to Philippo
Scholari (or Pipo de Ozora)‘s head-structure and goatee beard on his portraits by Andrea del
Castagno24 and by Cristofano dell’Altissimo in the Uffizi.25 His identity seems to be
strengthened by Ernő Marosi’s observation, that this head was paired26 by the representation
of Nicholas de Gara mentioned above, Sigismund other right hand man.
The appearance of Albert von Habsburg among the statues of Buda dates them after 1421,
while the representation of Philippo Scholari among them places them before 1426.

Chapter II. Ianus Pannonius and the Fine Arts of the Renaissance

a) The representations of Ianus Pannonius and
Mantegna.
On the title page of the Plautus corvina in Vienna27 the portait of Johannes Vitéz de
Zredna is identified by his coat-of-arms. It was recognized by Vilmos Fraknói that fair haired
and long necked youth offering this codex to Bishop Vitéz is in fact his nephew Ianus
Pannonius. It is the merit of Jolán Balogh, that she always and consistently maintained this
identification through her long carrier. The same identification is confirmed by the remark of
Johannes Zsámboki (Sambucus), that Ianus had a long neck, and by Ianus Pannonius himself
describing in his 20th elegy titled „Valedicit Musis”, that he was fair haired.
The features of Ianus Pannonius on the Plautus corvina help to identify him on
Mantegna’s paintings. According to Ianus 1st elegy titled „Laus Andrea Mantegnae, Pictoris
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Patavini A MCCCLVIII” Mantegna has painted a picture inspired by Appeles, on which
Ianus, and his friend, Galeotto Marzio appear, like Alexander the Great and his friend and
they might get into each other’s chest: alter in alterius possit esse in sinu. This text shows, that
this representation must have been a diptych at least with two wings, because only this could
provide an opportunity for them to get into each other’s chest. Otherwise they were either
already painted in such a way that they were already there, and could not get there, or they
could not get into such a position in any way.
For the time being the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna and the Academy in
Venice each preserve a Mantegna painting of the same size. The painting in Venice shows
Saint George,28 the one in Vienna Saint Sebastian,29 who both used to be soldiers as
Alexander the Great in his friend, and both these paintings display that kind of perspective,
which could be found on Appeles’ painting in the Artemis’ temple in Ephesus, on which the
thunder appeared to strike out of the picture, just as Saint George’s lance and the dragon’s
head in the painting in Venice, and the arrows from Saint Sebastian’s body on the mentioned
painting in Vienna. Moreover the structure of head as well as features of Saint Sebastian
correspond to Galeotto on his medallion for example in the Hungarian National Museum,30
just as in the Missal of Johannes Vitéz the younger.31 The various townscapes from Verona in
the background of this painting also refer to Galeotto, as Ianus and Galeotto studied in the
Verona school of Guarino. Meanwhile the structure Saint George’s head as well as his
features of on the painting in Venice corresponds to Ianus Pannonius on the Plautrus corvina
in Vienna. It cannot by hazard, that Paul Kristeller saw the incarnation of the renaissance in
the youth represented in Saint George on Mantegna’s masterwork. It must be added, that the
frame and the garland painted by Mantegna aboveSaint George places it in time close to the
San Zeno altarpiece in Verona painted in 1457-59, and according to Ianus Pannonius’ title the
painting on which he himself appeared was made just in 1458! It has been explained by Tibor
Kardos already many years ago, that Mantegna’s painting mentioned in Ianus’ elegy must
have been painted in two copies according to the customs prevailing at that time.The painted
frame and the garland on the painting of Saint George shows, that it was made for a different
version, than the picture in Vienna, on which these details are missing.
It has been recorded by Giorgio Vasari that in the Ovetari Chapel of the Eremitani
Church in Padua Mantegna has included the figure of a certain Hungarian bishop in the
composition.32 There seems to be an agreement among the researchers in general, that this
bishop was in fact Ianus Pannonius. Fortunately that part of the frescoes of the Ovetari
Chapel, which is in question and painted in 1451, survived the air raid of the IInd World War,
as it was removed for restoration at the time. Jolán Balogh thought, that Ianus appeared as
dark haired youth wearing trousers with white and red legs. These trousers however show,
that this person is a member of the Gonzaga family, the ruling dynasty of Mantua, as this is
clear from Mantegna’s frescoes in the Camera degli Sponsi there. In addition the dark hair of
the figure in the Ovetari Chapel excludes, that he could be the fair-haired Ianus Pannonius.
Meanwhile three persons appear in a window on the best conserved upper part of the
composition, and the fair haired head among them might be identified with Ianus Pannonius,
while the other is obviously Galetto Marzio, his best friend from their school in Verona, while
the profile of the third person is unmistakably shows the steep forehead of their schoolmaster,
the famous humanist Guarino of Verona. Their mutual appearance in the same window
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reinforces their identification. Ianus has immortalised the memory, learning and achievements
of Guarino in one of his best panegyrics, in which he also mentions Galeotto Marzio and
states, that he was born where the river Drava flows into the Danube: Danubio mixturus
nomen et undas (lines 486-488). This place was the town Drazad according Ianus’ relation,
Primate Nicholas Oláh.33 Drazad is clearly marked on the map of Lazarus in the
corresponding „Baranya triangle”. Therefore Ianus was justly called Pannonius writing about
the Pannonian almond-tree.
The manuscript Codex Barberini 4423 in the Vatican Library has preserved a drawing
of Mantegna’s painting representing King Matthias Corvinus mounted and striking his sword
during the Hungarian coronation ceremony on the 29th March 1464. This panting used to be
on the main square of Rome called Campo dei Fiori, where Via del Pellegrino reached it. On
this fresco Mantegna painted the two tablets in the blue sky, which seem to have been painted
in gold like the one, also with Latin inscription on the walls of the Camera degli Sposi in
Mantua. It has not been recognised so far, that the inscriptions, which used to be in Rome, are
in fact written in the elegant distiches by Ianus Pannonius. He was sent as an envoy by King
Matthias Corvinus to Pope Paul IInd in order to obtain the charter of the University of Pozsony
(Universitas Istropolitana) in 1465. It is the most likely, that Mantegna was commissioned by
his friend Ianus Pannonius to paint this fresco, which seems to have been painted it in the first
part of 1468, when Mantegna’s whereabouts was unknown so far. Namely Mantegna must
have been impressed by the various classical townscapes of Rome, which appear on the walls
of the Camera degli Sponsi painted immediately afterwards, and also because in addition to
the golden table with Latin inscription, apparently King Matthias’ white horse as well
reappears in Mantua, where it was recorded expressly, that the white horse on the fresco was a
Hungarian horse.34
b) Ianus Pannonius and the works of art made for King Matthias
Corvinus.

The two reliefs on the tomb of John de Hunyad in Gyulafehérvár have been dated to
1464-66 by Jolán Balogh during her entire distinguished carrier, even in the catalogue of the
exhibition organized in Schallaburg in 1982,35 as well as in her work published in 1485.36
Nonetheless Mrs. Ritoók née Ágnes Szalay should like to place the construction of this tomb
into 1533 on the base of an inscription preserved in a sketchbook of Verantius or Antal
Verancsics de Sebenigo.37 It has not been realised by her, that the armour with reinforced
breastplate in the form of more or less inverted „V” ending pointedly around the middle of the
chest worn at least by two warriors at the right end of the battle scene among these reliefs was
used in the period of the time of King Matthias Corvinus. This can be seen for example on the
picture of his father John de Hunyad in the Chronicle of John de Thwrocz published in 1488
in Bruno, or on the Bautzen monument of King Matthias. This type of reinforced breastplate
33
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seems to have been used even on the Castelfranco altarpiece by Giorgione around 1505,38 but
it went out of use already when the same warrior saint was copied on a small painting now in
the National Gallery in London.39 It was completely obsolete by 1533,40 as it is obvious
1)from the armours represented on Albrecht Dürer de Aytós paintings from 1502-150441
2) and on his woodcuts from 1512-1518,42
3) from the funeral monument of Gaston de Foix by Bambaia made in the years 1515-1521,43
4) from the armours of King Henry VIIIth from 151244 and 1515,45
5) from the armour believed to be that of Kunz Schott von Helligen Burggraf von Rothenberg,
made in Nuremberg around 1500,46
6) from the armour of Elector Otto Heinrich, Count Palatine on the Rhine around 1520,47
7) or from Carpaccio’s Knight in a Landscape from around 152048
8) from the armour of Johann Friedrich, Elector of Saxony dated 1530,49
9) or from the armour formerly said to be of King Louis IInd from his childhood, but which is
dated now exactly from 1533 as made for the Krakow court of King Sigismund by Jörg
Seusenhofer in Innsbruck by the Hungarian National Museum.50 King Sigismund however
was first the brother-in-law, and later the father-in-law of King John de Szapolya, who must
have known the current fashion in Krakow. Therefore these reliefs on the tomb of John de
Hunyad with the completely out-of-date armours in the time of King John de Szapolya could
not be dated from his period.
Moreover these reliefs in question lack completely the depth of the third dimension
used in the reliefsof the in the time of the dynasty de Szapolya shown by the tomb of John
Sigismund and the tomb of Queen Isabel, but which appeared already on the fragment of
Nagyvázsony from around 1500, as well as on the cavalry combat in the Augsburg edition of
John de Thwroc in 1488, and on the „Marti fautori” medallion from 1485. As a matter of fact
the primitive representation of the third dimension on the tomb of John de Hunyad resembles
rather the entrance relief the of Pilgrimage Church in Mariazell made in the earlier part of the
XVth Century still lacking any influence of the renaissance. Therefore it is completely
unbelievable, that the side reliefs of John de Hunyad’s tomb could have been made after King
Matthias’ death in 1490 and they must date before medallion „Marti Fautori” made around
1485.
The date of 1533 found by Verantius obviously could not have been on the panels with
the reliefs on side of the tomb, as they date from a different period with out-of-date armour,
moreover with completely out of date lack of third dimension, and for the simple reason that
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length of the reliefs on the sides do not match the length of the upper side with the later
effigy.
These considerations are important, because the Epitaph of John de Hunyad written by
Ianus Pannonius (poem no 267) gives the key to understand the composition of these two
relievers. Namely in this Epitaph Ianus expressly mentions triumphal procession, and the
procession appearing in one of these reliefs corresponds precisely to the triumphal
procession held in Buda on the 2nd February 144451 as described by Bonfini.52 The same
Epitaph by Ianus also celebrates John de Hunyad’s victory over Mehmed the Conqueror at
Nándorfehérvár or Belgrade in 1456. This corresponds to the other relief, as one of the riders
carrying the standard did not mount his charger but sits on its side. This person can be only
Saint John Capistrano a central figure of the defence of Nándorfehérvár, later known as
Belgrade in 1456. Moreover the commandant-in-chief on right end of this relief (seen from
our side) has a very long ostrich feather crest just like John de Hunyad in the Augsburg
edition of John de Thwrocz’s Chronicle, and even the comet, which appeared during the siege
in 1456 seems to have been marked on the composition.
The woodcuts of four battle scenes return several times in the just mentioned
Augsburg edition of John de Thwrocz’s Chronicle. One of these woodcuts appears already at
the history of the Huns, but the enemy fighting the Hungarian flag on this picture
undisputedly carries the red flag of Moldova charged with golden bull’s head. Moldova
however was established only in 1359, therefore this woodcut in question cannot illustrate the
story of the Huns, about which the text speaks at this point. Ianus Pannonius’ poem however
mentions, that the Moldavian flags gained in the battle of Moldvabánya (Baia in Moldavia) in
1467 were hanged in the Virgin’s Church in Buda in his epigram titled „De signis, quae
Moldavis erepta in templo Beatae Mariae Virginis Budae suspendebatur” (no 370)
The fact that the woodcut in question represents this battle of Moldvabánya becomes
clear from a description by a schoolmate of Ianus named Ludovicus Carbo. Carbo states, that
in the royal palace in Buda a painting showed as the Count of the Széklers, John de Darócz
got a bad wound on his face in the mentioned battle of Moldvabánya. Therefore he joined the
fiercest battle, after which he was found dead. It cannot be by chance, that just in the middle
of the woodcut in question showing the enemy’s flag of Moldova appears a single fallen
Hungarian warrior with bad cut on his left face. The second type of woodcuts in the Augsburg
edition of John de Thwrocz seem to be connected with the same incident, because in that fight
of foot soldiers a warrior gets a wound exactly on his face, therefore it obviously shows the
wounding of John de Darócz on the 15th December 1467.
It can be observed, that always the Hungarians appear on the left side of all the
woodcuts in the Augsburg edition of John de Thwrocz as in heraldry it is in fact the right side.
On the third of these battle-scenes on this „Hungarian” side the main figure is wounded by a
lance at his right armpits, but an other knight in armour defends him against attack by sword
while an archer prepares to shoot his arrow. As the fair haired head of the main figure of the
composition is identical with King Matthias Corvinus in the same edition, this woodcut as
well represents the same battle of Moldvabánya, but at a different stage, when King Matthias
was wounded by a lance at his arm, while he was defended against sword attacks by Nicholas
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Bánffy de Alsólendva of the clan Buzad-Hahót,53 and according to Bonfini he was wounded
by an arrow on his back.54
These observations must imply that the woodcuts in the Augsburg edition of John de
Thwrocz’s Chronicle were based on the historical paintings in the royal palace in Buda, and
this is their significance, because reappearing at repeatedly at various points in the book, they
can not illustrate the text, with which they have no connection.
On the fourth type of woodcuts in the Augsburg edition the bearded Hungarian king’s
head is strikingly similar to King (W)ladislas Ist of Hungary, (who was Ladislas IIIrd of
Poland) in the same publication. This corresponds to the scenery of the picture, on which a
lake can be seen between the battlefield and the city in the background, just as in the battle of
Varna on the 10th November 1444. The woodcuts seem to distinguish John de Hunyad with
his maze marking his rank as Voivode of Transylvania and the fallen Turk is obviously Pasha
Karadsha the commander of the Anatolian forces. There is an epigram about this battle well
representing the thinking of King Matthias’ court about that event of history, which is so
striking, that it could have been written only by Ianus Pannonius.
The travellers visiting the royal castle of Buda during the Turkish occupation
described that the throne room’s vault was decorated by the picture of the sky at the birth
time of King Matthias the Just, when apparently the Libra was at the zenith, while the
picture of the sky at Matthias election for the Bohemian throne decorated the royal library.
The travellers also recorded the distiches in Latin marking these horoscopes. They are so
elegant, that they reveal the pen of Ianus, that time resident poet at the court. These
astrological decorations at the same time are connected with the neoplatonism of King
Matthias” court and reflected by Ianus Pannonius’ thinking in his elegy „Ad animam suam.”
The constellations of the sky and the picture of the planets on the mentioned wall paintings
seem to be mirrored to some extent on the celestial sphere made for the King’s astronomer,
Martin Bylicza de Olkusz in Buda in 1480, and on the lower renaissance stand of King
Matthias’ Calvary. On mentioned celestial sphere Hercules, and on the Calvary the planet
Jupiter do not appear in Olympic dresslessness, but in armour worn by John de Hunyad on his
representation at Gyulafehérvár and in John de Thwrocz’s Chronicle.
c)Ianus Pannonius and King Matthias Corvinus’
repersentations.
In contrast to the monogram of King Wladislas IInd „WR” (that is Wladislaus Rex),
King Matthias’ monogram is „MA” on most of his corvina manuscripts, for example on the
Didymus corvina in the Pierpont-Morgan Library in New York (Morgan MS 496) painted by
Gherardo and Monte Giovanni in 14587 in Florence. This abbreviation is actually explained
by the 78th letter of Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini (later Pope Pius IInd) written to Primate
Dennis Széchy de Felsőlindva of the clan Balogh-Semjén in 1445, in which he explains, that
the Hungarian monarch is in fact Archirex.55 It follows from this, that the medallion in the
53
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British Museum with the monogram MAR shows the portrait of a young King Matthias
Corvinus, while the on its reverse a Cupid appears riding a dragon and keeping the dragon’s
eyes shut by one of his hands and his tail by the other. This dragon seems to refer to the
Hungarian chivalric Order of the Dragon and to Matthias’ birth horoscope. In addition Beatrix
de Aragonia’s family wore a dragon on their crest. Therefore Cupid keeping the dragon’s eyes
closed can refer only the marriage of Matthias and Beatrix in 1476, when Matthias was 33.
The battle scene on the reverse of the so-called „Marti fautori” medallion has not
been identified so far. In this whirling battle three flags appear. Among them on the lower left
a crescent can be identified on most specimens. On the flag on the top of medallion in the
centre the bars of the Hungarian Árpád dynasty on a rhomboid shield can be distinguished but
only on the items preserved in Paris and Washington. The medallion in Washington shows,
that heraldic device of the flag on the lower right is a sword held by an arm, which is the
ancient heraldic device of the Széklers. These flags therefore identify the participants as
Andrew Lackfi the Count of the Széklers fighting the Tartar Othlam Khan in 1345, when the
appearence of King Saint Laszló (Ladislas) on mighty horse terrified the Tartars in the battle
of 1345. Immediately following this battle the Hungarian kings introduced the figure of King
Saint László on their coins for centuries, and the event has been sung by Ianus Pannonius in
one of his most beautiful elegy saying farewell to Warad (Abiens valere iubet sanctos reges,
Waradini. (no 23)) The significance of this battle on the reverse of King Matthias medallion
stems from the fact, that Matthias when young was knighted by his father, John de Hunyad
with Andrew Lackfi’s sword at Nándorfehérvár in 1454.56
The knighthood of St Ladislas is celebrated again on the reverse of smaller medallion
of Matthias Corvinus apparently showing King Saint László at the battle of Kerlés of 1068.
The „Caesare victo” is the only medallion showing King Matthias en face showing the
striking will of the glorious military commander, about whom Ianus Pannonius wrote in his
poem „Ad Matthiam regem”(no 372). In contrast on the monument of Bautzen from 1486
Matthias contemplates entranced the divine ideas from the cave in Plato’s Politeia (Republic),
just as Ianus Pannonius wrote in his panegyric of Guarino:
Oppida nam fueri Plato si felicia dixit,
Purpura cum sapiat, vel cum sapientia regnet:
Diuinum hic quiddam tunc duxit iure futurum,
Si rector doctam moderetur doctior aulam (lines 415-418).
He returned to the same idea in his panegyric of Ludovico Gonzaga:
Legimus Acteum quondam cecinisse Platonem
Hanc fore felicem prae cunctis urbibus urbem,
Principe quam docto facilis fortune beasset
Vel doctos adamente viros (lines 68-71).
I has to be pointed out, that King Matthias was represented thinking: cogitabundus on
his statue in the royal court of Buda as well according to Bonfini.57 Namely only by thinking
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can we contemplate the platonics ideas in Plato’s Politeia, which was read by King Matthias
Corvinus according to the testimony of his librarian, Naldo Naldius.58
Chapter III. The Matthias Gradual.
The origin of this manuscript preserved in the National Széchenyi Library with the
shelf mark Clmae 414, is perhaps the most disputed among the Corvinian manuscripts.
According to Elemér Varjú59 and Ilona Berkovits60 it was prepared in the French royal court,
it was attributed to Flemish artist by André de Hevesy61 and Erzsébet Soltész,62 while its place
of origin was placed to Buda by Edith Hoffmann63 and Kilián Szigeti O.F.M.64
It will be however useful to remember, that in the Limbourg brothers masterpiece, in
the Très Riches Heures de duc de Berry made in 1415-16 very many miniatures show the
commissioner duc de Berry himself, the members of his court, his castles and his estates.
Similarly it was recognised already in the XIXth Century, that in the copy of Bellifortis by
Conrad Kyeser made for King Emperor Sigismund in 1414-15 (preserved in the Library of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences65) Sigismund himself impersonates the Sun, Queen-Empress
Barbara impersonates the Venus;66 and this seems to imply, that the other planets were
impersonated by other members of their court.
a) Queen Beatrix and her relations in the
Gradual
Therefore it can not surprising, that on folio 19 of the Matthias Gradual Mercy is
impersonated by Queen Beatrix of Hungary, as it appears from her portrait by Francesco
Laurana belonging to the Frick Collection exhibited at Princeton University.
The profile of King David on folio 149 is identical with the profile King Matthias on
the leather binding of the Erlangen Bible (Erlangen Universitätsbibliothek Ms 6).67 The
church appearing on folio 50 is identical with the church of Saint Sigismund at the entrance of
the Royal Castle in Buda as shown on the woodcut of Buda in Hartmann Schedel’s
Weltchronik.68 Schedel’s incunabulum was published in Nuremberg in 1493, but the picture
shows the highest tower of the Virgin’s Church in construction, which reveals that the
drawing originated from the year 1470, when this so called Matthias tower was built. The
miniature of folio 50 in question depictsa religious procession led by Bishop John Filipec de
58
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Priusz, Chancellor of Hungary and with King Matthias, Queen Beatrix, Duke Joannes
Corvinus, Antonio Bonfini among the participants, but the holy water is sprinkled by a 10
years old boy, who can not be anybody else, but Ippolito d’Este, the Primate of Hungary and
the nephew of the Queen. The very fact that on this miniature the holy water is not spread by
the Bishop leading the procession, but by a 10 years old boy, shows, that the miniatures in this
Gradual picture the life of the Hungarian court at the time, because such a ceremonial
eccentricity could occur only at the court of Matthias Corvinus.
Folio 30 pictures just the christening of Ippolito d’Este with the members of his
parent’s family and presumably showing the absent godparents as well. On folio 111 among
the persons around the cross Queen Beatrix’ brothers, the Duke of Capua can be recognised
from his medallions,69 the Duke of Calabria from his representation preserved in the British
Museum,70 as well as Diomedes Caraffa, his father’s most faithful statesman from a miniature
on his work titled „De institutione vivendi” dedicated to Queen Beatrix.71 In later years,
namely in 1494-1495 the Duke of Calabria became King Alfonso IInd of Naples, in the years
1495-1496 Duke of Capua became King Ferrante IInd, and in the years 1496-1501 the Duke of
Taranto, also shown on folio 111, became King Frederico.
b) King Matthias’ court in the
Gradual.
On folio 69 we can see the procession of Corpus Christi Day amongst the flowering
lime trees in the royal court of Buda. This procession is led by Thomas Bakócz de Erdőd,
Bishop of Győr and the Secretary of the King as shown by his face in the Codex Ransanus72
and on his medallion for example in the Hungarian National Museum.73
The letter of the Apostolic Nuncio, Angelus Pecchinoli Bishop of Orte dated 25th June
1489 records,74 that on the Corpus Christi Day on the 18th June 1489 the procession was lead
by the young Bishop of Győr, while the King sat on a high tribune in Buda, as he was not
well. The miniature on this folio 69 shows the tapestries covering the royal tribune and
therefore this miniature is the only contemporary picture of the royal tapestries in the court of
Matthias Corvinus.
On folio 41 the choir consisting of only 11 members and wearing civilian clothing
must constitute the Queen’s choir because of their number and garments.75 Their chapel in the
hillside reminds the royal chapel at the Palace of Visegrád, but their musical notes clearly
show, that they are singing in four parts, testifying the polyphony prevailing at the court of
Matthias Corvinus. The feature of the choir leader corresponds to the gold medallion of Pietro
Bono de Bursellis in the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford.76 He arrived recently just in 1488 to
the court in Buda, therefore not much before the miniatures of the Matthias Gradual were
painted.
Folio 188 shows the firmament with the various celestial bodies, which obviously
means, that the person appearing in the hat of the professors of the University of Pozsony
(Universitas Istropolitana) is the royal astronomer of King Matthias Martin Bylicza de
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Olkusz. It seems to be, that on folio 184 Queen Beatrix is bowing to her passion for the
theatre.77
On folio 115 the contemporary main actors of the European foreign policy: Pope
Innocent VIIIth,78 Emperor Frederic IIIrd,79 Sultan Bajazid IInd 80 and King Matthias Corvinus
constitute a circle, while we can recognise their followers and even Prince Djem, the Turkish
Pretender.81 At the bottom of the picture three ecclesiastical persons appear. The monk in the
centre in white habit belongs to the only Hungarian religious order of Saint Paul the First
Hermit. King Matthias and his mother was a tertiary member of this religious order.82 The fact
that this monk appear on this miniature and even at a central place on the composition
excludes the possibility that the manuscript could have been illuminated in France or in the
Netherlands, because there were no monasteries of this order in those countries, but mainly in
Hungary and in Poland.83 The friar praying the rosary is a Franciscan according to Kilián
Szigeti, while a Dominican nun reads a book. This seems to be very significant, because a
very large part of the medieval Hungarian manuscripts written in Hungarian were written just
in the Dominican nunnery on the island below Buda castle, where the Hungarian books found
in the Queen’s library by Pierre Choque, the herald of Queen Anne de Bretagne84 must have
been written by the Dominican nuns. King Matthias tried to advance the canonisation of their
most famous member Blessed Margaret of the Árpád dynasty,85and the Dominican nun
appearing on folio 26 of the Matthias Gradual is strikingly similar to (that time) Blessed
Margaret’s contemporary woodcut.86
c)

John

de

Hunyad in the Gradual.
On folio 90 we can identify the features of John de Hunyad from on the woodcut
published in of John de Thwocz’s Chronicle published the Bruno edition in 148887 and his
face on the Cologne altarpiece .On this miniature two families sitting at two tables are eating
honeycomb. The two mothers resemble each other and they are wearing identical hatcreations worn only by members of the royal family in the Matthias Gradual, for example
Queen Beatrix herself on folio 3, and her sister, Eleonora Duches of Ferrara on folio 30. All
these seem to imply that they are the two sister Szilágyi de Horogszeg, one of whom married
John de Hunyad, the other John Geréb de Vingart, and the small blond child the only person
looking out of the picture at us, is obviously the little Matthias de Hunyad in the care of his
77
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nurse Elisabeth. There are 20 very carefully painted beehives on the miniature, 10 in line
with the little Matthias. They must indicate the origin of King Matthias’ beehive emblems.
The miniature on folio 10 is the most artistic miniature in the codex, and his painter
could compete with the greatest European painters of the time. He represented successfully
the focus of linear perspective, the colour perspective and body shortening while the
atmosphere of the picture seems to have anticipated the impressionism five hundred years
later. The Governor John de Hunyad is distinguished by plenty of black egret feathers on his
golden headgear, just as on folio 90 mentioned above. The miniature on folio 10 represents
the most important allies and diplomatic links of Governor John de Hunyad in Europe. A
central figure of the composition is a very successful portrayal of the „grand duc du ponant.”
Philip the Good’s identity on the miniature is unmistakably obvious from his statue, which
used to belong to the King of Würtemberg in 1907.88 His identity is confirmed further by his
black robes and black headgear, as black was the first official colour of Burgundian court
dresses.89 The profile of the head behind him identical with Scanderbeg’s representation on
Martinus Barlettus work published in Frankfurt am Main in 1578,90 and his turban seems to
confirm his identity. The Pope on the composition is Callixtus III,91 who ordered the bells to
be rung at noon for John de Hunyad’s victory against Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror in 1456,
and who annuled the condemnation of Joan d’Arc at the request of Charles VIIth (also on the
miniature) to bring him into the alliance against the Turks.
There is a well at the lower part of the miniature from which water is drawn by
Anthony Count de
La-Roche-en-Ardennes,92 Knight of the Golden Fleece, who occupied Ceuta, the only
conquest of the crusades, which has been never lost. The water of wisdom taken from the well
is drunk only by Skanberbeg and by the young Matthias de Hunyad on the miniature. This
seems to imply, that King Matthias’ well emblem indicates the water of wisdom, which leads
to the efficacious defence of the Christendom. The person with curly chestnut hair on the left
of the composition must be László (Ladislas) de Hunyad according to Bonfini93 and
according to Georgius Szerémi94 as well.
Folio 17 of the Matthias Gradual represents the destruction of the pharaoh’s army into
the Red Sea. Instead of the sea however the picture shows the river Drava running into the
Danube and on right side instead of stone desert of the Sinai we find a city below a fortress
just like Nándorfehérvár (Belgrade) in 1456.95 As a matter of fact on the picture the pharaoh’s
army is drawn into the S(z)ava instead of the sea. Therefore this miniature illustrating verses
20-21 from the 10th chapter in the Book of Wisdom, celebrates the Lord’s triumphant hand in
John de Hunyad’s victory in 1456 at Nándorfehérvár. In this celebration participates the
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kneeling King Matthias wearing the Holy Crown, as he was knighted by his father just at
Nándorfehérvár in 1454,96 and his identity is defined by his shield as the Grand Master of the
Hungarian chivalric Order of the Dragon appearing on the left side of the composition.
d) King-Emperor Sigismund in the
Gradual.
It was recognised already by Ilona Berkovits that the illumination on the foreside of
folio 7 in the codex was inspired by the royal resort of Visegrád. The group migrating into
Canaan of Visegrád is led by King Sigismund identified by his profile on Pisanello’s drawing
in the Louvre with the number 2479, as well as by his profile on the Cologne altarpiece. A
black ibex in the background of the picture indicates the coat-of arms given to the family of
King Matthias’ mother, the Szilágyi de Horogszeg and the entire clan of Garázda de
Mechynche by King Sigismund on the 24th Ferbruary 1409.
The head of King Sigismund on the foreside of folio 58 in the manuscript can be
recognised form the drawing of the procession in Bale (Basel) by the School of Rogier van
der Wayden preserved in the British Museum97 and on the representation of raising the
County of Klev into Princedom in Ulrich von R(e)ichent(h)al’s manuscript in St. Petersburg.98
There is a green stove in the background of this miniature showing the shape to restore the
stoves from the similar green stove tiles found in Sigismund’s castle in Tata.99
The King in captivity on folio 76 corresponds to Sigismund representation of Ulrich
von R(e)ichent(h) al’s Augsburg edition.100 This is the reason that silhouette of the peak in the
background shows peak Szársomlyó at Nagyharsány,101 where Sigismund was kept in custody
by Nicolas de Gara IInd of the clan Dorozsma in the castle of Siklós, and where they
eventually became brothers-in-law marrying two sisters de Cilly.
Folio 103recto of the codex shows the court of King David, but in a form of a
contemporary royal court it was pointed out by Erzsébet Soltész.102 On this miniature
however the small round windows correspond to the windows of the Fresh Palace in Buda on
the woodcut of Erhard Schön from 1541-42, when the Fresh Palace was still intact.103 The
view of Dominicus Custos shows a staircase as well just at this side of the building,104 where
on the miniature on folio 103 in question stars appear in the windows. To these observations
Bonfini’s description has to be added: in medio [atria] veteri porticu circumventa, quam
duplici coronant ambulacra, quorum supremum novoque palatio prepositum, qua ad summa
triclinia conscenditur, duodecim signiferi orbis sideribus insigne non sine admiratione
suspicitur;105 that is to say„in the middle [Hall] surrounded by an old colonnade, above which
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two other porticoes were built to the Fresh Palace, and at the uppermost, as it leads to the
highest hall(s), the celestial globe’s twelve constellations are strongly admired.
The words [atria] in brackets are our correction instead of the published „aria”. The
spelling of these two words in the medieval handwriting is very easily confused. On the other
hand Bonfini could translate the name of Fresh Palace only by palatium novum into classical
Latin, while five sentences later he actually uses the expression Sigismundi atria.
Gáspár Heltai explained, that Bonfini’s text survived only in various truncated copies
already by his time, from which they tried to restore the original.106 Heltai however gives the
following sentence in Hungarian, which is missing from the versions in Latin in the
corresponding place: (King Matthias) „built three broad and very beautiful cloisters around
the palaces of King Sigismund.”107 This actually corresponds to Bonfini’s surviving text, but
placed in a different context: veteri porticu circumventa, quam duplici coronant ambulacra,108
which means that in fact there were porticoes on three levels around Sigismund’s Fresh
Palace, which was the only „palace” built by Sigismund. It has to be added, that the various
views made of the royal castle of Buda in the XV-XVIIth century reveal, that all the other
buildings in Buda castle had only two levels, only the Fresh Palace of Sigismund had three
stores, as it is clear for example from the drawings by N. L. de Hallart from 1686,109 and from
the woodcut published by Schedel in 1493, which clearly shows, that the colonnades around
the Fresh Palace were not built with Gothic ogive arches, but with protorenaissance arcs.110
Obviously it was the protorenaissance colonnade surrounding the Fresh Palace, which made
Pedro Tafur to report in 1439, that Sigismund built a great hall, like the Sala della Raggione in
Padua,111 which was built just in this form. According to Bonfini and Heltai the second and
the third porticoes above Sigismund’s colonnade were completed by King Matthias. Actually
the building of just such porticoes appear in the Averulinus manuscript translated by Bonfini
into Latin for King Matthias in his court and decorated exactly on the spot in Buda castle in
1489,112 which indicates that the building of such porticoes was the most important
architectural activity at the time in the Royal Castle of Buda.
It seems to follow from the above said, and as indicated on the miniature of folio 103:
the windows in the Western wall of upper throne hall in the Fresh Palace were filled with
stained glass of the zodiac and the planets as the constellations of the zodiac appear in the
Western rose-window of the Notre Dame in Paris.113 The central window above the throne in
Buda might have been occupied by the Sun, as Sigismund impersonated the Sun in Conrad
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Kyeser’s Bellifortis,114 and according to the charters of nobility issued by Sigismund the
rights and privileges of nobility emanate from the light of the royal throne as the rays from the
Sun.115 Even the tent of King Louis IInd was distinguished by the picture of the Sun in 1526
according to a Turkish miniature.116
The figures on the miniature of folio 103 investigated in general are much less
individualised as on the other miniatures in the manuscript. Nonetheless the very grey haired
monarch sitting on the throne of the Fresh Palace could indicate only King-Emperor
Sigismund, as the other Hungarian kings, who could sit in the Fresh Palace never got grey
hair. Obviously the first banneret lord of the country, the Primate of Hungary (George de
Pálócz) with mitre on his head reads him the gospel carrying the Lord symbolically as the
cherubs in Ezekiel’s vision,117 and this gives the key to understand the picture. Namely the
miniature illustrates the words of the Psalms: „The Lord is my illumination and my
salvation”(Ψ261)118. Meanwhile among the „smaller banneret lords” of the unwritten
Hungarian constitution the Dapifer-in-Chief and the Cup-bearer-in-Chief serve the monarch
sitting on his throne. In the last government of the old Sigismund the Janitor-in-chief was
László (Ladislas) de Tamás and the Constable-in-Chief Lawrence de Hédervára both from the
clan Héder. The Constable-in Chief’s face seem to be more individualised resembling Saint
Gereon in the Cologne altarpiece, as Lawrence de Hédervára became the Palatine of Hungary
between 1437-1447.
The most individualised is probably the youngest person on the miniature of folio 103
sitting behind a table covered with gold and silver coins. He is obviously the Treasurer-inChief, a post occupied by the famous young gentleman, Michael Ország de Gwth of the clan
Gut-Keled, who, when asked playing soldiers in his childhood by Sigismund „whom do you
serve?” -replied: „The country.”119 Incidentally his face is not only the most individualised on
folio 103, but also the only one, who shed clear shadow on the picture. Moreover his face is
identical with one of the youngest heads120 among the statues found in the royal castle of
Buda by László Zolnay in 1974. Zolnay named this statue „head of man in felt hat”121 and he
wears almost identical hat on folio 103 investigated. He seems to have been distinguished in
such a manner on this miniature prepared in the court of King Matthias, because Michael
Ország became the Palatine for 26 years from 1458 till his death in 1484, therefore starting
almost from the beginning of his rule, and remaining during most of the reign of King
Matthias Corvinus.
e) The significance of folio 3, the title page of
the Gradual
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The foreside of folio 3 could be considered the title page of the Matthias Gradual, and
it is almost completely covered with decoration. In the upper part of the great miniature in a
very striking place an irregular labyrinth of a very complicated castle appears. This labyrinth
is so complicated that it is virtually impossible to think that the artist could have invented it by
pure chance, when he emphasised the intricacy of this labyrinth by the trees regularly planted
below it on the composition. The fact, that this castle labyrinth was not invented by the artist,
but he tried to picture an existing fortress is shown by on other miniature on folio 86recto in the
same Matthias Gradual. Namely there on folio 86recto an obviously much less accomplished,
and therefore completely different artist portrayed the same labyrinthine castle in the
background.
On the more refined representation of this castle on title page of folio 3recto it is obvious,
that
1) on one side of this castle there is a large surface of water and on the opposite side a long
defence corridor is running on the top of the ramparts, just as on the Western side of the
royal castle of Buda;
2) This defence corridor on the top of the ramparts has a side wing joining it in rectangular
angle on that wall, which closes the so-called “court of the New World” in Buda.
3) At the southern end of the long defence corridor a mace-tower appears, just as in Buda.
4) At the northern end of the long wall there is a quadrangular entrance tower exactly as in
Buda;
5) and this entrance tower partly covers the Fresh Palace, again as at Buda castle, if seen from
a north-west-northerly direction.
6) According to the investigated miniature on folio 3recto arcades run on each floor on the
northern side of the Fresh palace, just as on the Eastern side shown by the woodcut
published on folio 139 in Schedel’s Worldchronik in 1493.
7) A hexagonal staircase rises out of the rectangular block on the so called “Unfinished
Tower (or Csonkatorony)” of Sigismund just as on Wilhelm Dillich’s copperplates
8) At the northeastern corner of the castle represented on folio 3 there is a thick tower-bastion
just around the place, where Karakash pasha’s tower rises in Buda to this day. László
Gerevich has pointed it out already in 1955, that Karakash pasha only rebuilt a medieval
structure already existing before. Therefore it corresponds to this structure on the miniature
of folio 3
9) The highest tower on the investigated miniature appears to be cylindrical with high and
thin early Gothic windows, exactly as the upper floors of Duke Stephen the Angry’s
donjon on Erhard Schön’s woodcut from 1541-42. This tower seems to appear just behind
the Fresh Palace on the investigated miniature, but this corresponds to sensual delusion,
which makes the high buildings and peaks to appear much nearer if their bottom is hidden
by something before them.
10)
The enumerated nine buildings on the miniature appear at approximately correct
angles if seen from the tower of Saint Sigismund’s Church north of the Royal Castle in
Buda.
Concerning the representation of this castle on the miniature György Rózsa’s observation
has to be taken into consideration, that even in the XVIIth-XVIIIth century „few views were
taken from a real existing viewpoint, as a view is conceived nowdays…In most cases the
subjects were represented in such a form, as it could not be seen by a human eye. The
elements of real perspective and that of a slanting bird’s eye view got mixed….”122
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Therefore no landscape paintings in the modern sense could be searched or found in
the Matthias Gradual decorated around 1489. Nevertheless it can not be by pure chance
that all the ten enumerated peculiarity of the castle on folio 3recto correspond to the royal
castle of Buda at the time of Matthias Corvinus, when at the bottom of the page displays
the shields of King Matthias Corvinus and his Queen Beatrix of Aragon, because the
miniaturist could not invented just a so irregular and intricate labyrinth of buildings as the
Royal Castle of Buda used to be, and taking into consideration the customs of the
miniaturists working for the members of the European royal families since the Limbourg
brothers. The view of the Royal Castle of Buda seen from the North from the city of Buda
on folio 3 in question is important also, because it shows, that by 1489 the Fresh Palace
was built like the Sala de la Raggione in Padua according to Pedro Tafur,123 giving the
impression of a quattrocento building surrounded by colonnades on three levels. It has to
be pointed out, that the Royal Castle of Buda was built at narrow the Southern end of the
old walled city of Buda. Therefore the picture of the royal residence was given by the
Fresh Palace hiding most of the other building of the compound for the inhabitants of
Buda. They called it Fresh Palace, which meant Modern Palace at the time, because it was
a renaissance building. An echo of the Fresh Palace of Buda is the Villa Belvedere in
Prague started for Queen Anne Jagello in 1538, who was raised in Buda, just as the arcades
of town hall of Lőcse built in 1549-1615.
These conclusions are not altered by the fact, that on the left of the miniature in the
foreground a large gothic tower appears on the Northeast corner of the castle, which is
missing on the old views of Buda, and no trace of it was found in the excavations so far.
This gothic tower however does not seem to originate in the poetic licence of the
miniaturist, because it was recorded by István Szamosközy, that in Buda „there was a
tower next to the Palace of Sigismund (=Fresh Palace), which was named „Tower of
Shields(=Coat-of-Arms)”. An enormous quantity of gunpowder was stored in it (by the
Turks). At midnight (on the 19th May 1578) it was struck by a thunder. The tower and the
palaces next to it were all blown up.”
Below the castle the miniature shows the Resurrection of Christ. The features of the
Roman soldier at the lower left corner below the sarcophagus correspond to King
Matthias’ portrait on the Bautzen memorial. His rank seems to be indicated by his
„pelerine,” because King Sigismund wears such a pelerine on the drawing of the
procession in Bale (Basel) by the School of Rogier van der Wayden preserved in the
British Museum,124 where neither Emperor Sigismund wore crown, just as King Matthias’
crown is missing in the investigated composition. Matthias however is identified by his
shield as the Grand Master of the Hungarian Royal Chivalric Order of the Dragon, just as
on folio 17 of the Mastthias Gradual mentioned above, and on folio 166verso in the
Philostratus corvina.125 His identity is confirmed also by his place on the picture, which is
the usual place of the Hungarian monarchs on the representations of the period, „on the
heraldic right”, for example in the Augsburg edition of John de Thwrócz’s Chronicle, as it
was discussed already above. The King’s identity seems to be indicated by also by the fact,
that his lance sheds strongest shadow on the miniature, which means that the strongest
light has fallen on him.
Christ’s sarcophagus and its cover defines the X form structure of the miniature’s
composition. Continuing the line of the sarcophagus at the opposite end Christ meets Mary
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Magdalene after his resurrection with the feature of Queen Beatrix on folio 8 of Corvina
Bible in Brussels.
In contrast to the King and the Queen both noticing the resurrection of the Lord, the
Roman soldier in the lower right corner of the miniature sleeps. Curiously his helmet is
decorated with egret feathers showing that in fact he is a Hungarian lord,126 and his visible
features return on the red marble tombstone of Stephen de Szapolya, Count of Szepes in
Szepeshely,127 and the governor of Austria at the time, when the Matthias Gradual was
decorated. It seems to follow from the composition, that his consort, Hedvig Princess of
Teschen, is the leader of the oint-bearing women at the opposite end of the open
sarcophagus’ cover. The other sleeping soldier seems to be impersonated by Imre (Amery)
de Szapolya Palatine of Hungary in the years 1486-87.
As at the lower end of the sarcophagus we find King Matthias, the features of the
person just at the opposite end of it correspond to King-Emperor Sigismund’s portrait,
which used to be attributed to Pisanello in Vienna, and his appearance on the Calvary by
Thomas de Coloswar now in the Christian Museum in Esztergom.128
Christ keeps his flag just before the King-Emperor, because King Sigismund himself
wrote in the charter of the Hungarian Chivalric Order of the Dragon issued on the 12th
December 1408 „Jesus Christ has sanctified the flag of the life-giving cross by his
suffering and he screwed the head of the twisting dragon back by the force of that
cross…which was carried by him after his resurrection to knock down the locks of
Hell…(and) Saint George the martyr knocked down the dragon to the ground taking his
life.”129 Therefore the miniature on folio 3recto investigated represents, that the knighthood
of the Chivalric Order of the Dragon originated in the mystery of Resurrection, as these
knights „fought under the banner of Saint George “ still carried by the risen Saviour on the
miniature, while the chapel of their chapter was in the castle shown at the top of the
miniature.
The composition of the miniature investigated is in close relation to the picture of the
Battle of Kerlés on the title page of the Augsburg edition of John de Thwrocz’s Chronicle
in the representation of space, in the reappearance of the main figure repeatedly on the
picture, and in the re-echoing blue-red colour harmonies. Meanwhile the master of
miniature on folio 3 has created very interesting and refined tension in the perspective by
placing the pole of Christ’s banner in the foreground on the place of the fourth tree of the
background, and because Christ’s right hand rises out of the picture as on Mantegna’s
paintings following this „perspective of Apelles” in that way, that we can place our fingers
into Christ’s wounds.
The wide border decoration on folio 3 of the Matthias Gradual is also in a very close
relation of the border decoration of manuscript MR 354 in the Treasury of Zagreb
cathedral, in which the miniature shows just the fight of Saint George with the dragon in
the air. Among the smaller miniatures inserted into the wide border on folio 3, the one
appearing on the right in the lower half shows a bedchamber with the resurrection of
Dorcas. The windows with the sitting places on two sides in the wall in this sleeping room
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match surprisingly the similar windows found in the Queen’s bedchamber by the
excavation in Buda.
f) The origin of the dynasty
de Hunyad.
Finally it has to be pointed out, that out of the 47 miniatures of the Matthias Gradual
only three shows (or refers to) John de Hunyad,130 the father of King Matthias, but there
are at least six,131 but possibly nine,132 which represent King Sigismund, and in the
Matthias Gradual Sigismund is represented always very sympathetically, very often
impersonating king David. This focuses the attention at the sources according to which the
family de Hunyad descended from King Sigismund. This was already remarked by John
Liszt de Köpcsény, at the margin of that copy of Bonfini’s Decades, which was preserved
in the library of the Archbishopric of Esztergom, as it was pointed out already by Bálint
Hóman.133 John Liszt must have been well informed in this respect, as he was the brotherin law of Primate Nicholas Oláh (1493-1568), whose grandmother Maria, was a sister of
John de Hunyad.134
Secondly even better informed must have been Count de Cilly, who maintained, that
John de Hunyad’s father was King-Emperor Sigismund according to Bonfini.135 Most
likely this Count was Ulrich (circa 1406-1456), whose father was the brother-in-law of
King Sigismund as well as the brother-in-low of Nicholas de Gara the Palatine of Hungary
between 1402-1433. Therefore King Sigismund practically belonged to his family, and he
must have been very well informed about these family matters, while John de Hunyad was
his contemporary and a very well known personality.
Thirdly George Szerémi (Georgius Sirmiensisi), who stayed in the service of Duke
John Corvinus (1473-1504), the grandson of John de Hunyad for many years, knew well,
that László (Ladislas) de Hunyad, (Matthias’ brother) was the grandchild of Sigismund.136
Fourthly Gáspár Heltai (circa 1520-1575) writing in Kolosvar, where King Matthias
was born, clearly stated: „I must write about the origin of John de Hunyad, not according
to the writing of master Bonfinius, but according to the true history, which we heard from
those, who served John de Hunyad and surrounded him in many battles.”137 According to
Heltai the widowed Hungarian king encamped his army at the brook Strigy above Déva.
There he met a girl born in the noble family Morzsinai, who conceived from Sigismund,
before he crossed into Walachy and lead his army to (Little) Nicopolis at the left bank of
the Danube. After the fight there the King returned to the Stigy, when he gave a ring to this
lass from clan Mozsinai.138 According the itinerary of King Sigismund compiled by Pál
Engel this could happen only at the end of 1394, when King Sigismund led his army
through the valley of the Maros, and reached Small Nicopolis in July 1395. Following the
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fight there Sigismund returned to Karánsebes reaching the area of the Strigy around
September 1395.139
Fifthly King Matthias displayed the coat-of arms of the Luxembourgs140 among his
shields for example on his second Bohemian royal seal from 1486,141 while he used only
the coats of arms of those countries, which were actually ruled by him. Matthias however
never exercised any power in the Duchy of Luxembourg. Therefore the shield of
Luxembourg could only indicate his family line, as indeed in 1488 it appears in exactly the
same position as the lion of Beszterce, thertefore as a shield showing genealogical descent
in the Augsburg edition of John de Thwrócz’s Chronicle (folio 1verso).
Sixthly the crest of King Matthias consisting of the golden lime-tree leaves on black
eagle feathers of the Luxembourgs appears above his usual shield in the Haly Aberdiam
corvina now in Vienna.142 It could not be objected, that it would have been difficult to
repaint this crest, as the shield below was repainted for Matthias, because the crest of the
family de Hunyad consisted of golden eagle feathers and nothing could have been easier,
then to cover the black eagle feathers with gold, in which the gold lime-tree leaves would
have disappeared.
Seventhly the shield of the family de Hunyad as Counts of Beszterce displays a red
lion on white (silver) field, which shows the illegitimate descent from the Luxembourg
dynasty heraldically in a very discreet manner. Moreover the crowned lion of Beszterce on
the King Matthias’ throne tapestry143 is identical with the shield of the de Ligny line of the
Luxembourgs.144
Eighthly the origin of John de Hunyad is shown by his comet like rise and the
enormous estates given to him by Sigismund.145
Ninthly István Müller and Baron Gyula Forster de Pusztakér have recognised already
in the XIXth Century, that the wall paintings in the castle of Vajdahunyad show the descent
of John de Hunyad from Sigismund.146
Tenthly the opinion of István Möller and br Gyula Forster is justified completely by a
saddle with bone carvings, which used to be kept in the imperial collections in Vienna.147
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On these bone carvings the story with the ring appearing in Vajdahunyad frescoes
reappears at least three times. Firstly the gentleman gives a ring as a token of love to
girl,148 secondly the lady return to the court with her child and the ring,149 and thirdly a bird
finds the ring.150 In addition among the figure carved into this saddle we find Saint
Margaret leading the dragon and Saint George both mentioned in the charter of the Order
of the Dragon in 1408,151 this saddle is marked also with dragon of King-Emperor
Sigismund’s Dragon Order152 as well as by the „S” monogram of Sigismund153 just as by
his one-headed eagle of Brandenburg.154 Moreover in one of the most hidden place there is
a letter „e” rising out of a heart,155 corresponding to the sources, that the mother of John de
Hunyad was named Elisabeth Morzsinay de Karánsebes.156 According to Alexander
Cortesius writing in 1487-1488 the lady involved with the raven of the Hunyad was
Elisa.157 The name of John de Hunyad’s mother is Elisabeth according to a manuscript of
the Hofbibliothek with the number MS 8677(olim Histor. Prof 341-3) 158 and according to
Bishop Carolus Franciscus Palma.159 Her family name Morzsinai was recorded by Gaspár
Heltai in 1575160 and Count Joseph Teleki de Szék pointed out, that the family Morzsinay
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had estates in Karánsebes, where they were related with the distinguished families in the
XVIth Century.161
This saddle in Vienna is important also, because a monkey is carved into the story of
the ring,162 and on the wall paintings of Vajdahunyad there was also a monkey163 so far
unexplained. On the other hand this is the reason that a monkey appears on the Breviary
corvina in the Vatican Library,164 in the Priscianus corvina in Wolfenbüttel,165 in the
Porphyrio Pomponius corvina in Milan166 and on the manuscript of Bonfini’s Symposion
written for Queen Beatrix.167 This is the reason that we find monkeys on the bar before the
throne in the Throne Hall of the Fresh Palace on folio 103 of the Matthias Gradual.
Therefore the monkey was a similar emblem of the dynasty de Hunyad, as the ermine of
the dynasty Aragon.
Bonfini knew about the descent of John de Hunyad from King Sigismund, but he
rejected it saying, in that case the spendthrift Sigismund, not having other male issue,
would have given not only estates but (the) kingdom as well to John de Hunyad.168 This is
simply not true, because touching the live-giving cross Sigismund swore on the foundation
charter of the Chivalric Order of the Dragon according to which his legitimate daughter
had precedence in the succession to the throne before anybody else.169 Curiously Bonfini
does not know a word about this Order of the Dragon.170 Meanwhile we must not forget,
that according to Bonfini himself he started to write his chapters dealing with the
Hungarian history after A.D. 996 with the support of King Wladislav II.nd 171 This means,
that he completed most of his work, Decades, already as a historian of King Wladislav.
John de Hunyad’s descent from King Sigismund however was contrary to Wladislav’s vital
interests, as it threatened his claims to the Hungarian throne, because it showed Johannes
Corvinus’, his rival’s the right to the throne, if already King Matthias obtained the same
throne by virtue of the same kind of descent and customary law. Namely the system of
customarylaw prevailed in Hungary in the time demonstrated even by the title of
Wladislav IInd’s chief lawyer’s Stephen Werbewcz de Kerepes’s legal masterwork: Opus
Tripartitum Juris Consuetudinarii Inclyti Regni Hunariae finished in 1514, published in
Vienna in 1517.
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Chapter IV. Leonardo da Vinci and the Royal Court of Buda

On folios 14verso-15recto of the Codex Urbino in the Vatican Library, therefore not far
from the beginning of Leonardo’s „Trattato delle pittura,” Leonardo himself describes,172 that
on a birthday of King Matthias the king was presented with a poem by a poet, and “with a
portrait of his beloved lady” by „a” painter. On this occasion discussion started between the
king, the poet and the painter according to Leonardo.
In this discussion King Matthias quotes from Plato’s Timaios, that the „soul is
composed of harmony”173 while „harmony can not be generated otherwise than when the
proportions of the form are seen and heard instantaneously.” Therefore according to Matthias
painting stands above poetry, because the various parts of a painting appear at once „with the
divine beauty of this face before …. me giving me such delight with their divine
proportions.” In fact the entire way of arguing by King Matthias reflects Plato’s Timaios, and
it also corresponds to Plotinos’ teaching in the Enneades according to which the beauty
transpire mainly in sight: TÕ kalÕn œsti m\en ™n Ôyei ple‹ston, œsti d/™n ¢koa‹j kat£ te
lÒgwn sunqšseij.174
This story of Leonardo mirrors the court of Matthias Corvinus surprisingly well, as
similar stories were recorded from the Corvinian court by Galeotto Marzio. Secondly Galetto
himself described a similar event, when members of the royal household brought their works
to the monarch at New Year.175 Thirdly the Ambassador of Milan at Buda, Maffeo Treviglio
also reported to the Duke of Milan on the 13th April 1485, that „His Majesty” (King Matthias)
„enjoys the beautiful paintings very much”176 just as Leonardo wrote it. Finally and mainly it
is the prevailing Platonic philosophy in King Matthias’ reasoning, what is astonishingly
authentic in Leonardo’s desciption.
It was explained already by József Huszti, that the Platonic philosophy prevailed in the
court of King Matthias.177 Naldo Naldius recorded, that King Matthias studied Plato’s Politeia
(Republic). The ‘Enne£dej codex in Greek written in Crete in 1465 from King Matthias’
Library has been preseved in Munich.178 Ianus Pannonius translated Plotinos’ Enneades in
Matthias court179 and he certainly finished at least the trtanslation of the first book quoted
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here, when he died in 1472. The Timaios in Latin translation by Marsilio Ficino, and thought
to be printed around 1484-85,180 was also recorded in Matthias’ Corvinian Library, just as
Marsilius Ficinus’ Enneades translation.181 It was explained in our chapter on Ianus
Pannonius, that King Matthias contemporary statue in Bautzen represents precisely the
Politeia’s ruler in contemplation of the Platonic ideas, and in this the portrait in Bautzen
reflected the King’s effigy in the royal court of Buda, where Matthias represented similarly
„cogitabundus”.182
The fact that this description of Leonardo reflects King Matthias court so astonishingly
well, and that according to his story the painter gave the beloved lady’s portrait to the King, is
hardly by chance, because the Virgin’s fair hair and features in Leonardo ‘s Annunciation in
the Uffizi183 matches Queen Beatrix’s features on the Didymus corvina now in the Pierpont
Morgan Library in New York,184 and on the Breviarium corvina in the Vatican Library,185 as
well as her description by Bonfini, according to whom Beatrix had “spacious forehead, high
eyebrows, embossed brows, ….proportionate nose, shapely mouse.”186 Meanwhile the
features of Beatrix of Aragon could appear on the Annunciation in the Uffizi only, if it was
the young Leonardo, who was sent from Verocchio’s workshop working already for the rozal
court of Buda to Naples, to paint the prospective brides Namely Matthias had to choose
between the sisters, Eleonora and Beatrix of Aragon. The King chose the beautiful Beatrix, as
he could not know, that only Eleonora could have secure the survival of his dynasty.
The contract signed on the 25th April 1485 for chapel of the Immaculate Conception in
the Church of San Francesco in Milan prescribed, that the altarpiece has to show Our Lady
with her son and two angels as well as two prophets.187 By contrast the Madonna of the
Rocks in the Louvre shows only one angel, and the two prophets are completely missing.
Moreover and in sharp contrast with the prescriptions of the contract we find the child Saint
John the Baptist on the composition. Therefore the Madonna of the Rocks in Paris188 cannot
be painted originally for the Immaculate Conception’s altar in question.
On the other hand the Duke of Milan Ludovico il Moro has written the following to
Maffeo da Treviglio, to his ambassador in Buda in his letter dated 13th April 1483: „as we
were informed, that His Majesty” (King Matthias) „enjoys the beautiful paintings very much,
especially if they have a certain religious inspiration, and finding a best painter, and seeing his
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works we do not know any of his rival, we have ordered to him to paint such a beautiful,
excellent and devout picture of Our Lady as he can, not sparing the expenses. Presently he is
working on this, and he is not making any other work until this is finished. After that we shall
order to give this to His Majesty mentioned earlier.”189
It is obvious that the best painter, who could not be matched by anyone, could not be
anybody else, but Leonardo staying at the court of Milan, who remained matchless ever since,
and it is also obvious, that the representation of the Virgin in question could be only the
Madonna of the Rocks in Paris, which was painted by Leonardo precisely in the years 14831486, when he did not paint anything else according to Ludovico il Moro, but such a
beautiful, excellent and devout picture of Our Lady, as the Madonna of the Rocks in Paris, as
not even Leonardo himself have painted such a beautiful, excellent and devout picture another
time.
It is well known that Leonardo struggled with his masterpieces for years, and
concentrating on them he left other works undone: he has not finished the Battle of Anghiari
in three years between 1504-1506, he painted the Last Supper for two years in Milan in 14951497. This in itself shows, that the Madonna of the Rocks painted in the years 1483-85 he
could have painted for the court of Buda as according to Ludovico il Moro he in those years
did not paint anything else. This destination appears also from the head of the angel on the
painting, which corresponds to the features of Queen Beatrix’s niece, Isabella d’Este on
Titian’s portrait based on Francesco Francia’s painting, if we take into consideration that
Isabella was only 9-11 years old in 1483-85, therefore much younger, than on Titian’s
representation. According to the letter of Cesar Valentini the Ambassador of Ferrara dated on
the 30th October 1486 Isabella stayed at the Hungarian court of her aunt.190 Meanwhile the
face of the young Saint John the Baptist is unmistakably identical with the profile Isabella’s
brother Alfonso, the crown prince of Ferrara on his medallion made in 1477 in the British
Museum.191 The features of the Virgin however remind the face of Eleonora de Aragonia,
Beatrix’s sister (and the mother of Isabella and Alfonso) for example on the miniature of
folio 30recto in the Matthias Gradual.192
In this connection it is quite significant and confirms our conclusion, that Queen
Beatrix sent a letter to the fathers of the children Hercules d’Este Duke of Ferrara from
Pozsony on the 4th August 1486, saying, that the Ambassador of Ferrara will write about this
more completely, but we write only because your sons, who were painted after life are very
pleasing, and they pleased His Majesty my Lord, the King, who can not be satisfied by their
view saying, that… His Highness Hippolito is much more beautiful, than the first born, His
Highness Don Alfonso….”193 It follows from this, that the Little Jesus on the Madonna of the
Rocks was impersonated by the infant Hippolito d’Este. Meanwhile the same letter of Beatrix
proves that as well, that the Duke of Milan sent the first version of the Madonna of the Rocks
to the Hungarian court, because otherwise there was no reason to paint and dispatch the
portraits of little children abroad, whose appearance changes rapidly from year to year as they
grow. The fact recorded by Cesar Valentini, Ambassador of Ferrara, namely that King
Matthias kissed the small Ippolito d’Este on the picture before his entire court, and made all
the lords present at the court do the same, is explained by the composition of the Madonna of
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the Rocks, in which the small Hippolyto d’Este personifies the Little Jesus, and that is the
reason, why his picture was kissed by the court. In this way this message of Cesar Valenti too
confirms, that the first version of Madonna of the Rocks was sent to the court of Hungary.
This also explains, why were made two versions of the altarpiece of the Chapel of the
Immaculate Conception in the Church of San Francesco in Milan, which was not explained
satisfactorily before, bacause the first version had to be sent to the King of Hungary on the
order of the Duke of Milan and an other altarpiece was needed in his place in the chapel of
immaculate Conception of the Church of San Francesco Grande in Milan
In the British royal collection of Windsor Leonardo’s famous and enigmatic
drawing is preserved with the number 12496. Its enigma has not been deciphered sofar. This
drawing however shows a globe displaying clearly the Adriatic sea and the Balkans, and
from these it is clear, that the eagle in the focus of the picture stands justly at Litvania on this
globe. It must be obvious from this, that this crowned white eagle is the eagle of the
Jagellons. The ship on this drawing is steered exactly towards the just mentioned Jagellonian
eagle by a wolf. It is well known however, that the ancient coat-of arms of the Hungarian
nabobs de Szapolya was precisely the wolf and therefore the picture’s composition shows,
that Hungary’s ship was steered to Jagellonian waters by the Palatine Stephen de Szapolya as
a result of the Wladislav IInd’s election in 1490. This makes it obvious therefore, that even in
1490 Leonardo followed Hungary’s destiny with attention, when Leonardo’s old acquaintance
Queen Beatrix, was seemingly married by Wladislav IInd. Wladislav however wanted only to
obtain the castles controlled by the Queen through a simulated marriage ceremony, and he
succeeded to annul it eventually, but through a lawsuit lasting ten years until 3rd April 1501.
The Madonna of the Rocks might have been brought into the French court, when
Wladislav obtained new bride from King Louis XIIth in 1502, as it could not have pleased
Wladislav to pray before an altarpiece, which must have reminded him of his marriage
swindle. The Madonna of the Rocks however can not be documented in the French royal
collections before 1625, and it is possible, that Queen Mary of Hungary brought it with her,
when she escaped from Buda in 1526, and it fallen into King Henry IInd’s hands, when the
French spoilt Queen Mary’s castles in the Low Countries in 1554.
Queen Beatrix of Hungary died on 12th September 1508 in Castel Capuano in Naples.
It is surprising however, that on Leonardo’s painting Virgin and Child and Saint Anne in the
Louvre194 Saint Anne’s features are astonishingly similar and in fact correspond to the portrait
statue of Beatrix de Aragon by Laurana now in Princeton. According to art historians this
painting showing Saint Anne with the Virgin and Child was painted by Leonardo around
1510-1511, which implies that Isabella d’Este wanted to commemorate her beloved aunt in
this form, because the profile of Virgin sitting on the lap of Saint Anne is identical with
Isabella d’Este’s profile on Giancristoforo Romano’s medallion in the Victoria & Albert
Museum.195
It ought to be pointed out, that Laurana’s Diva Beatrix Aragonia in Princeton mirrors
perfectly that certain divine serenity of the countenance and cheerfulness „divina quaedam
serenitas vultus et hilaritas” by which Bonfini characterised Queen Beatrix in his Syposion,196
and in this serenity and cheerfulness originates the Leonardesque smile, which was born on
Beatrix’s lips.
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Chapter V. Ippolito d’Este, the Primate of Hungary and the Renaissance
.
We know from Vasari’s account, that Verocchio made a relief of Alexander the Great
and of Darius for King Matthias Corvinus.197 This relief of Darius is known from a drawing
of Leonardonow in tn the British Museum.198 The head of Verocchio’s David in Florence199 is
unmistakably shows Ippolito d’Este’s profile and his structure of head, demonstrated by the
paintings of Mantegna and of Giovanni Bellini.
Mantegna painted the Parnassus for the studiolo of Isabella d’Este in 1497. On this
Isabella appears as a singing Muse, and Ippolito d’Este the Primate of Hungary as Mercury
wearing the Cardinals red hat decorated by the wings of Mercury just as he descended from
his Pegasus.200 On the Feast of Gods by Giovanni Bellini Ippolito d’Este was painted again as
Mercury in 1514 in Ferrara in the picture ordered by Ippolito’s elder brother Alfonso
d’Este.201
Ippolito d’Este was celebrated by Baladassare Castiglione in his work Il Cortegiano as
a person, who was born with all the excellences of the body as well as of the soul as a favour
of nature and of the stars.202 Ippolito d’Este represented quite a few times on the superb
miniatures203 of King Matthias Corvinus famous library, the Corvina. It was in the court of
Ippolito d’Este, that Ariosto wrote his masterwork, the Orlando furioso, which celebrates the
Grand Matthias Corvinus.204 This epos written in the court of Ippolito d’Este became the
inspiration of many splendid paintings of the European art for centuries.205
Ippolito d’Este was brought up and trained by King Matthias Corvinus to be a
successful military commander, who defeated even the Venetian navy.206 If he remained the
Primate of Hungary, he would have led personally the crusade of 1514 against the Turks, and
in that case it had not degenerated into peasants rebellion. After the death of King Wladislav
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II in 1516 Ippolito d’Este as the Bishop of Eger again participated in the Hungarian diet207
and on his last trip he visited Hungary’s border castles and fortresses, especially Belgrade, to
prepare them against the expected Turkish attacks208. Ippolito d’Este died in Ferrara in
1520209 and in 1521 Belgrade was occupied by the Turks.
Chapter VI. Albrecht Dürer de Ajtós and the Hungarian Royal Court.

a) Castle yards

Dürer’s watercolour titled „Castle yard with clouds” has been preserved in the
Albertina.210 Concerning this picture it has been explained by Walter Koschatzky, „The result
of complicated attempts at reconstruction and of all the efforts to settle the question of
buildings portrayed was that no very convincing proof emerged….”211
On the left side of this picture we find a defence corridor running on the top of the
ramparts, covered by rose coloured tiled roof in sections intercepted by projections covered
with blue coloured roof, exactly as the defence corridor built by King-Emperor Sigismund on
the ramparts of Buda castle is coloured on the woodcut of Buda castle in Schedel’s
Weltchronik kept in Munich, which used to be Hartmann Schedl”s own copy.212
On this „Castle yard with clouds” in front of us in the middle we find a corridor
connecting the defence corridor on our left with the castle buildings on our right. Behind this
connecting corridor a bulky building rises but only to moderate height. This bulky building
stands in the continuation of the other castle buildings on our right, but also jumps ahead
towards the defence corridor on our left. These peculiarities match completely the
representation of King Sigismund’s „Unfinished Tower(=Csonkatorony)” at his western
defence corridor in Buda castle as shown on Wening’s the copperplate based on Hallart very
precise drawing made in 1684-86.213 Around the top of this bulky building in question Dürer
represented small side-towerlets just as Wilhelm Dillich’s copperplates from 1600,214 and as it
is shown on the other view, which was reprinted in Zolnay’s book.215
It follows from these observations, that the buildings on the right side of the
watercolour in question constituted the Western wings of the royal palaces in Buda,
concerning to which Bonfini wrote „on the western side aged buildings still not restored”: ad
occasum vetustum opus nondum restauratum216, precisely as shown by Dürer’s picture. The
identification of the „Castle yard with clouds” with Buda castle is confirmed by the metal
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globes decorating the pinnacles on the roofs, which was still recorded in Buda castle by Evlia
Chelebi in 1663,217 although according to Hieronymo de Zara many of them were plundered
by Suleyman the Magnificent in 1526.218
Panofsky dated Dürer’s „Castleyard with clouds” to 1490.219 This corresponds to the
fact that in place of the aged buildings on the right of the picture in question Wladislav IInd
built a renaissance building, as this could be the building, where a red marble lintel was found
with the inscription „Vladislai hoc magnificum opus M.V.II” (sic) by Salomon Schweiger in
1577,220 and by Reinhold Lubenau in 1587221 as well as a room painted with the sky at the
time of the Hungarian coronation of Wladislav.222 These renaissance buildings of Wladislav
IInd appear on the western wing of Buda castle in Michael Wening’s copperplate based on de
Hallart drawing from 1686223 in the place of the aged buildings painted by Dürer in 1490.
The Albertina in Vienna has an other watercolour by Dürer titled „Castle yard
without clouds”.224 On the left side of this „Castle yard without clouds” obviously the same
type aged building covered by pink coloured tiles and with the same type of staircases
covered by the same type pinnacled blue roof with metal globes on the pinnacles as seen on
the right side of „Castle yard with clouds.” These staircases and the buildings are so similar,
that they must belong to the same castle, but the windows of the buildings and openings on
the roofs show that they are not really picturing the same courtyard. The most likely site of
the „Castle yard without clouds” is the Eastern wing of Buda castle with the Western end of
the Chapel of Saint John the Almsgiver on our right and the observatory tower in front of us
in the middle.
These two pictures by Dürer were dated to 1490 by Panovsky,225 and according to
Koschatzky they show, that Dürer “ had not yet completely mastered perspective…”226 All
these observations must mean, that at the beginning of his wandering years Albrecht Dürer de
Aytós visited Hungary. It was obvious that Dürer’s father migrating from Hungary to
Nürnberg has sent his son to home because in 1490 the most advanced renaissance court north
of the Alpes was the court of Hungary. Moreover the family Dürer remained in mutual
contacts with their relations staying still in Gyula, and they were also in close contact with the
Hallers von Hallerstein, who maintained good relations with King Matthias, who knighted
Ruprecht Haller and took into his protection Wilhelm Haller of Nürnberg. Meanwhile the
young Albrecht Dürer painted a Madonna for the Haller family, just as a views of Kalchreuth,
the family estate of the Hallers and twice the Hallers’ meadow in Nürnberg.
During his wandering years Dürer „peragrata Germania”,227 but when he started the
Hungarian court still stayed at Vienna, that is to say just inside „Germany”. His journey
before 1492 has remained unknown before now, but his watercolour of Prunn near
Regensburg show, that he started towards Hungary, and probably implies, that he travelled by
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ship towards Hungary, possibly on a ship also used by the Hallers. On 11th April 1490, when
Albrecht Dürer started his journey, they could have known in Nürnberg, that King Matthias
already died on the 6th April 1490.

b) Duke Johannes Corvinus, Duke of Lipto and
Oppeln

Namely the fact, that from the face of Duke Johannes Corvinus deep sorrow
emanates on his portrait now in Munich228 although he is painted as a bridegroom wearing his
bridal wreath, could show only that his picture was maid after his father death, because
otherwise it can not be understood, why is he so sorrowful, when his father lavished on him
with everything while he was alive, and no bridegroom used to be sad. This sorrow
accompanied with the facts, that Albrecht Dürer de Aytos has painted the royal castle of Buda
in 1490, when still controlled by Duke Johannes Corvinus, and that the main seat of the
estates of Duke Johannes Corvinus was precisely Gyula, from where the Dürers de Aytós
emigrated into Nürnberg, but where they close relations still lived in 1490 inevitably shows,
that the portrait of the Prince in Munich was painted by Albrecht Dürer. This is revealed by
the setting of the head within picture’s space, typical of Dürer, as well as by the dark
background like on his father’s portrait also painted in 1490, and most of all Johannes
Corvinus electrically charged huge „mane”, just like the hair of Albrecht Dürer himself on his
self-portrait dated in 1498.229 Italian painters have never painted such electrically charged
tresses. Dürer’s brush also betrayed by Joannes Corvinus’ gentle eyes whose expression and
sorrow shows, that only one of the largest painters could have painted them, as Dürer could
express the represented persons characters just through the power of his eyes. Concerning this
point it is enough to compare the glance of Johannes Corvinus with the look of Friedrich the
Wise in Berlin-Dahlem230 or with the Gentleman’s countenance in the Prado in Madrid.231
The carefully represented goldsmith objects, the crown, the cross and the pendant with
the raven also betrays, that the portrait was painted by Dürer trained as a goldsmith, just as the
crowns of Charlemagne232 and of Emperor Sigismund233 painted later around 1512-13, and
now in Nuremberg. These carefully represented goldsmith objects on Duke Johannes
Corvinus’ portrait were obviously brought by Dürer from their goldsmith workshop at home,
and that is the reason that they got so much emphasised on the painting.
In this connection a digression has to be made concerning the so-called Matthias
Calvary, which was in the possession of just Duke Johannes Corvinus exactly in 1490. The
lower renaissance part of this Calvary was thought to be the work of North Italian artist by
Jolán Balogh, and the masterpiece of Antonio Palaiuolo by Dr. Zoltán Nagy.The lower
renaissance vase-like stand however appears as typical decorations in the corvinian
manuscripts volumes of Regiomontanus234 and Philostratus235 both decorated in the royal
castle in Buda and there are even dolphins on the stand represented in the Regiomontanus
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manuscript. The form of the shields of coats-of-arms held by the sphinxes at the bottom of
this stand is very similar to the similarly enamelled shields on the Augustinus corvina, now in
the National Széchenyi Library.236 Moreover the representation of the planets on this stand is
just like the constellations on the celestial globe of Martin Bylica de Olkusz made in Buda in
1480. Especially the idea to dress Jupiter into Gothic armour237 on the Matthias Calvary is a
peculiarity, which returns for example in the armour-clad Heracles (Hercules)238 among the
constellations in Bylica’s celestial globe. The dressing of antique personalities into late gothic
armour seems to have been the peculiarity of the court in Buda, because the Italians would
leave them in Olympic dresslessness.
It has to be pointed out however, that the three persons on the top of the so called
Gothic part of the Calvary was made by a very great artist, who succeeded to display his
enormous talent in these Calvary figures. It is a fact, that among them the figure of Saint John
the evangelist mirrors Dürer’s woodcut representing Saint Francis of Assisi,239 while the head
of the Saviour reflects the Entombment from the series of the Great Passion,240 while
Virgin’s figure is almost identical with her portrayal on Dürer’s woodcuts in the Missal of
Eichstätt241 and in his Presentation242. In this context it has to be remembered, that Albrecht
Dürer de Aytos the Elder himself, the goldsmith, keeps in his hand just such a small statue as
the figures of the Matthias Calvary, as the sign of his own craft on his self-portrait from 1486
in the Albertina.243
Duke Johannes Corvinus’ portrait as a bridegroom in Munich incidentally reveals, that
he is the young member of the dynasty de Hunyad on the relief portrait preserved in Milan
having a date of 1471 carved on its back,244 which remained from the previous use of the
marble, and showing that it could not show the young Matthias Corvinus. As a matter of fact
the nose in the profile of this relief also excludes the possibility, that it could have represented
King Matthias when young, but the relief profile matches exactly that of Johannes Corvinus.
His identity also explains, why has remained this relief of the young Duke of Oppeln and
Liptó in Milan, because he engaged Bianca Maria Sforza, the sister of Ludovico il Moro on
the 25th November 1487,245 and his likeness must have been sent to Milan on that occasion.
c)Terence

Dürer’s 131 woodcuts illustrating Terence’s comedies were known only from XIXth
Century impressions until the new edition appeared in 1926 from the blocks preserved in
Bale.246 Some of the players on these woodcuts, for example Aeschinus in the Adelphoi247
are dressed as Ippolito d’Este in the corvina Missal now in Brussels,248 or Duke Saint Emery
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in John de Thwrcz’s Augsburg edition of 1488.249 Others, like Pamphilus in the Maid of
Andros, wear slashed sleeves,250 like the figures on Giorgione’s Bravo (Claudius Luscius
attacks Celius Plotinus).251 There are however some, who have Hungarian clothing. Suno in
the Maid of Andros has braiding on his dress252 like Nicholas de Gara de genere Dorozsma on
folio 76 of the Matthias Gradual. Syrus’ round cap with feather and his entire dress253 in
Heauton timoroumenos is identical with Cardinal Ippolito Medici’s Hungarian attire on
Titian’s portrait in the Palazzo Pitti.254 Phaedria wears egret feather in an aigrette,255 just as
the Hungarian lords wear egret feathers already in scenes showing Saint Ladislas’ (László’s)
coronation256 and death257 in his story in the Hungarian Angevin Legendary painted around
1328-1333.258
Even more significant is, that according to Dürer’s woodcuts Antipho in Phormio259
was played by Ippolito d’Este, Primate of Hungary as shown by his miniature in the Thomas
Aquinas corvina.260 Queen Beatrix acted Bacchis in the comedy Hecyra (Mother-in-Law)261
as she is identified repeatedly by Laurana’s portrait of Beatrix of Aragon in the woodcuts,
where Thais in the comedy Eunuchus262 was similarly played by Queen Beatrix, as it is
obvious from her mask kept in Chambery.
All these observations must mean that in the years 1490-1492 the young Albrecht
Dürer de Aytós could obtain his inspiration for his Terence woodcuts only at the Esztergom
court of Queen Beatrix and Ippolito d’Este, because it is unlikely, that anywhere else they
would have played Terence’s comedies in Hungary in those years. King Wladislaw IInd is
better known about the dissipating the manuscript from the Corvina library rather than being
interested in classical literature. On the other hand Bonfini has recorded, that Queen Beatrix
enjoyed herself exceedingly in actors and performers: adiecti quoque histriones et mimi,
quibus regina nimium indulsit.263 According to a letter written to Albert de Sánkfalva by
“Udis” King Matthias tolerated the spending on players, performers and musicians to such
extents, that the money spent on them exceeded the Queen’s dowry more than ten times:
tantum in histriones, mimos et cytharedoes …nummorum profusionem toleravit, ut hos
sumptus et allatam dotem id ex decuplo superavit.264 Queen Beatrix therefore was
„exceedingly”’ interested in the theatre, and she could speak Latin already from her
childhood. Dubravius praised the elegance of her Latin.265 She in fact replied easily just in
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Latin, in Hungarian and in German.266 As a matter of fact the Matthias Gradual shows, that
Queen Beatrix acted in plays already in the court of King Matthias.267
Meanwhile there was a copy of Terence’s comedies not only in the Corvinian Library
in Buda, but also in the Library of Primate John Vitéz in Esztergom.268 Therefore Queen
Beatrix living in her nephew’s the castle of Esztergom could enjoy herself not only by reading
in John Vitéz’s Library, but also playing Terence’s comedies as well according to the
testimony of Albrecht Dürer.

d) Hungary’s reappearences in the carrier of Dürer de
Aytos.

It has to be pointed out, that in Dürer’s woodcut series titled “Ritter von Turn,”
published in Bale in 1493 on the XXIVth picture, showing „King Jehu causes his wife to be
beheaded on account of her infidelity,” the profile of the crowned queen is identical with
Beatrix profile on her relief now exhibited in the Royal Castle in Buda.269 The identity of
these two profiles is so clear that this in itself seem to show, that Dürer met Queen Beatrix.
The subject of the woodcut however might indicate, that the young Albrecht Dürer born on
21st May 1471 in fact sympathised with his contemporary Duke Johannes Corvinus born on
2nd April 1473. Besides the Duke was the landlord of Gyula and had a German mother like
him and both spoke German. On the other hand Beatrix completely undermined the Duke’s
claim to the throne against the last wishes of her consort, King Matthias, and against the
expectations of her relation, the Duke of Milan, Ludovico Sforza il Moro.
The middle aged king on Dürer’s Adoration of the Magi painted in 1504 in Venice
and now in the Uffizi,270 the King seems to wear the Hungarian Order of the Dragon with
dragons doubled271 as shown chain of the Dragon Order worn by Stephan Bathory de Ecsed of
the clan Gut-Keled országbíró (Chief Justice) on his tombstone in Nyirbátor from 1493,272 on
the baronial coat-of arms of the family Drágffy de Béltek from 1507,273 on the coat of arms of
the family Kanizsay de genere Osl.274 On the baronial coat–of-arms of the Török de Enying
275
the dragon’s head also look heraldically to the left, which is clearly recognisable on
Dürer’s Adoration just as the backbone of the curved dragon. A year after the Adoration in
1505, Dürer painted a portrait of George Thurzó de Bethlenfalva, the husband of Ann Fugger
from Augsburg as it appears from the investigations in the following chapter.
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At the Congress of Vienna in 1515 Albert Dürer made excellent portraits of the old
King Wladislav IInd and his children: King Louis IInd and Duchess Anne on a woodcut.276
The armour of Saint Florian on Dürer’s woodcut „Austrian Saints” from 1515-1518277 is
practically identical with Saint Ladislas’ armour on a woodcut of the Hungarian Saints,278
and the noses of the figures represented on these two woodcuts are also quite close.
In contrast to Hans Burgkmair’s woodcut showing Hungarian lords from 1516-18
Albrecht Dürer de Aytos represented first the Hungarian folkloric dress in his drawing
„Hungarian trophy” 279 in 1518. Dürer also made drawing for decoration of a Hungarian
saddle in 1515-1517,280 while the firm of his uncle László Dürer de Aytos had to make
Hungarian saddles in Gyula.281
Chapter VII. The Unicorn-hunt tapestries and Queen Anne de Kendal.
The Medieval Collection of the Metropolitan Museum of New York is kept in the
Cloisters, and among its masterpieces the „Unicorn-Hunt” tapestries might belong to its most
splendid treasures. This 3,68 meters high series presently consist of seven pieces and from its
total length 23,2 meters have remained to our times.
The heraldic signs on the series have not been successfully identified, and as a
consequence the meaning of the monograms on the tapestries and the original destination of
the series have not been identified so far.
On the castle of the VI.th tapestry however we find a red flag, and its charge is
strikingly similar to the crownless and „impressionistic” looking Jagellonian eagle on the gold
dollar (thaler) of King Wladislav IInd of Hungary issued in 1506.282 It is true; that this eagle is
presently black on the tapestry, but black is the Jagellonean eagle on the representation of
Wladislav’s brother’s coronation in Erasmus Ciotek’s Pontifical.283 These originally silver
eagles seem to have oxidised in the course of centuries as for example the silver unicorn on
the shield of archbishop Nicholas Oláh has became black.284 Namely Western heraldry does
not allow the use of colours on colours: the application of black charge on a red field, though
in Hungary the black raven of the dynasty de Hunyad appears on a blue field. This shows, that
in the Hungarian heraldry the principle forbidding the use of colour on colour has not
prevailed. Meanwhile we have to observe that on the same castle of VI.th tapestry in addition
to the red flag with the black eagle two other pennants flutter, one indicating the red and white
276
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bars of the Hungary,285 the second pennant is red, the two showing the Hungarian and
Bohemian kingdoms of Wladislaw IInd.
The above reading of the heraldic designs showing that the castle on the tapestry
belongs to Wladislav IInd of Hungary is made unquestionable by the profile of the central
figure in the foreground of the rising perspective is identical with Wladislav’s profile in his
own Prayer book in the Bodleian Library in Oxford.286 Incidentally on the copperplates
showing the royal resort of Visegrád by Zimmerman and by Dilich several similar arches next
to each other appear on the bank of the Danube287 like the series of arches at the entrance of
the castle on the tapestry, which probably served as entrances to docks for the royal barges
and men-of-war.
On the investigated VIth tapestry Wladislav IInd looks a very beautiful lady fixedly and
with fascination, and their glances meet mutually. In fact out of the 24 heads woven
masterfully into the fabric only this pair has been represented sharply in profile. It is obvious
that this beautiful lady cannot be anybody else, but Anne de Foix-Kendal,288 and this series of
Unicorn-hunt tapestries were made for their marriage. This is shown by the fact that her
monogram AE appears on most of the intact tapestries five times, as it is the abbreviation of
her French name, Anne. In addition the E also refers to Evreux, used in Hungary as Anne’s
heraldic device for example on the coat-of-arms of Kassa issued on the 8th December 1502.289
Moreover the letter E has been woven into the fabric reversed, which in this way could be
considered even W indicating her bridegroom’s initial. These two initials on each and every
case in the tapestries are connected by a rope which symbolised marriage bond290 and marital
fidelity in the period, but in the case of Anne de Foix-Kendal must have referred to the Order
of the Cordelier as well, the chivalric order of Anne de Bretagne,291 whose lady-in-waiting
used to be Anne de Foix-Kendal. Pierre Choque has also recorded, that sign of the Order of
the Cordelier was displayed at the ceremonies of Anne’s marriage at Székesfehérváron on the
29th September 1502,292 and that at the marriage of Anne her monograms were fixed with
golden ropes,293 precisely as on all the tapestries in the series.
Anne de Foix-Kendal is identified also by the black crosses appearing in gold field
displayed by flags on the IIIrd and VIth tapestries, as the black cross on gold field was the
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original coat-of-arms of the family de Grailly,294 from which the dynasty de Foix originated.
Anne de Foix-Kendal identified also by the inscription „AVE REGINA C”on the IVth
tapestry, because the throne of the Kingdom of Navarre was occupied between 1483 and 1517
by Queen Catherine de Foix, who was the head of the orphan Anne de Foix-Kendal’s family.
This gives the explanation that on the VIth tapestry King Wladislav IInd is met by the
royal couple of Navarre, even if the French Queen is focused and emphasised by the gate in
which she stands in the background. She is identified by her contemporary medallions,295 and
the tapestry shows her in conversation with her advisers indicating that from the background
she pulls the strings. The French King Louis XIIth similarly identified by his contemporary
medallion296 is shown by the tapestry in conversation with King of Spain, apparently
persuading Catholic Ferdinand297 to marry Germaine de Foix woven into the picture298 next to
Anne de Foix-Kendal, but as Wladislav has chosen Anne instead of her cousin she had to find
an other partner.
The hunter who spears the unicorn on the VIth tapestry is in fact complete mirror
image of King Wladislav in his bearing, and by executing his jobs, because he is his royal
alter ego, being the Palatine of Hungary. His typical long nose on the tapestry also
characterises him on his tombstone at Tőketerebes.299 At the same time the killing of the
unicorn indicates that in the spring of 1504 Amery de Perény became the Palatine of Hungary
by defeating the party following the family de Szapolya. Namely the unicorn was the charge
on the coat-of-arms of the family de Szapolya as Counts of Szepes, and the followers of
Count of Szepes indicated their allegiance to their leader by displaying unicorn on their
shields.300 In Medieval thinking there was an opposition between the unicorn and the dragon,
while the party of the great barons gathered into the chivalric Order of the Dragon, which was
also joined for example later by the Primate of Hungary George Szatmári as well.301 This
means that on the VIIth tapestry the unicorn bound by the dog collar of the Order of the
Dragon means the taming the unicorn’s party by the forces of the Chivalric Order of the
Dragon.
In this respect it is characteristic, that on the IVth tapestry the hunter, who lets the
unicorn to slash the king’s greyhound into two, indicating, that he can not be anybody else,
but John de Szapolya, Count of Szepes, whose coat-of-arms displayed a unicorn, and as such
he must have been on the side of the unicorn. John de Szapolya’s identity is shown also by his
gold seal.302 Furthermore his identity is confirmed by the fact, that his companion standing the
other side of the unicorn occupied the same central place in the foreground, as King
Wladislav IInd on the VIth tapestry. His profile is indeed identical with the profile of Duke
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Sigismund, Wladislav’s younger brother,303 living in Buda at the time. Their companionship
on the tapestry mutually confirms their identity, because Duke Sigismund and John e
Szapolya were very close friends for a lifetime. Namely Sigismund married John de
Szapolya’s sister, Barbara, and later John de Szapolya married a daughter of Sigismund from
his second marriage, Isabel. The tapestry characterises them according to the Hungarian
proverb, that birds can be known by their feathers, and men by their friends. Later both
became kings, and then King Sigismund made King John represented as King David, and
himself as King Salomon in his funerary chapel on the Wavel in Krakow.304 Meanwhile into
this IVth tapestry was woven the „Ave Regina C” inscription in praise of Queen Catherine of
Navarre, but no queen has been represented on its composition in contrast to the beardless
John de Szapolya. This could explain the origin of John de Szapolya’s nickname „Queen
Catherine” recorded by George Szerémi.305
The miniature representing Pierre Choque in his manuscript demonstrates,306 that the
person in the upper left corner of the IIIrd tapestry is Pierre Choque himself, the Herald of
Anne de Bretagne, who accompanied of Anne de Foix-Kendal on the journey into Hungary.
The family book of the Fuggers of Augsburg307 identify the leader of the hunters encircling
the unicorn with their spears on the IIIrd tapestry as George Thurzó de Bethlenfalva, who with
his father were the favourite main money lenders financing the deficits of King Wladislav’s
court. George Thurzo’s face on this tapestry demonstrates, that he was painted with his blue
eyes by Dürer on the portrait preserved now in the Villa Borghese in Rome.308 The fact that
Pierre Choque appears with Hungarian barons on the same representation also demonstrates
that these tapestries were made in connection with the marriage of Anne de Foix-Kendal,
because that was the only occasion, when Pierre Choque appeared in such company of
Hungarian potentates returning soon to the French court. He however recorded the use of
Anne’s „AA” monograms connected with gold rope (cordelière d’or) as decoration during the
travel to these celebrations.309 The „AA” monograms appear on the dog collars of the Ist
tapestry, while on the unicorn-hunt tapestries originally there were at least 35 such
monograms of the letters „A (and reversed)E” connected with golden rope modifying Anne’s
French name to indicate the marriage between Anne and Wladislav.
The young nabob with ostrich feather in his red hat in the IInd tapestry’s centre is
identified with Johannes Corvinus, Duke of Liptó and Oppeln, the Banus of Croatia310 by his
portrait in Munich.311 On this tapestry he appears in much more cheerful, than on hios portrait
ten zearsa earlier at the death of his father, and the tapestry succeeded to show his attractive
and highly educated personality, who spoke Latin, Greek, German Hungarian, and probably
303
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Czech as well.312 Educated in his father’s library his high education distinguished him among
his peers, and among them he was almost alone in recognising the Turkish menace facing
Hungary soon, and he fought seriously and successfully with the Osman forces freeing Jajce
in 1501.313 The young boy with identical face standing diagonally in line with him on the
composition is obviously his son Duke Christopher Corvinus demonstrated by their almost
identical skull.314
It was Duke Iohannes Corvinus as the Banus of Dalmatia Croatia and Slavonia who
greeted Queen Anne de Foix-Kendal in the name of the Hungarian administration, when she
arrived to Hungarian soil at the port of Segnia on the 23rd August 1502 and organised a big
reception for the new Queen in Segnia, where she stayed for a week leaving only on the 31st
August.315 This is the reason that the Duke of Oppeln and Liptó occupies the central position
on the IInd tapestry in the series, which celebrates the marriage of Queen Anne
The person next to Duke Iohannes just behind him on the tapestry is obviously his best
friend, Duke Lawrence de Újlak stands. He is identified by their closeness on the
representation, and by the structure of his long-faced (brachykephal) head shown on his
tombstone,316 and by the inscription on the hunting horn of his vassal KNAZ CИPM, because
he was the Prince of Sirmium (or Szerém), where he resided in his fortress of Újlak. Next to
the bugler there is an other hunter on the tapestry also with a hunting horn, who points
towards the unicorn pushing his horn into the water. It was believed, that by putting the
unicorn’s horn into the water, it was purified of poisons.317 Remarkably there were rumours
that both the father and the son of Duke Iohannes Corvinus died of poison.318
The English relations of Queen Anne de Foix-Kendal, Edmund and Richard de la
Pole are identified on the Ist tapestry by the heraldic designs on the shield dog-collar worn by
second greyhound turning his face backwards and inscribed by Anne’s „AA” monogram
recorded by Pierre Choque.319 Namely the first quarter on this shield is „silver, a chief gules, a
double tailed lion gold over all,” while the second and third quarter „azure three leopard’s
head gold” are identical of the de la Pole family’s quarters as they appear on the stained glass
window in the church of Iffley next to Oxford.320 This stained glass was dated to the
beginning of the XVIth Century.321 Meanwhile the grandmother of Queen Anne de FoixKendal was Margaret de la Pole,322 and therefore Queen Anne was the cousin of Edmund and
312
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Richard de la Pole, who inherited the succession rights of the White Rose kings of England.323
It was recorded by Marino Sanuto on the 6th October 1506, that Richard de la Pole, the
„White Rose” stayed at the court of Buda.324 Ist tapestry succeeded to show it excellently, that
in contrast to Duke Johannes Corvinus, who feel comfortably at home in the hunt taking place
apparently in Visegrád, where he was raised, the English relations of Anne de Foix-Kendal
arrived wondering and cautiously at the strange court of a strange country.
Concerning the origin of the Unicorn-hunt tapestries it has to be stated, that this
series spins a complete sequence of various events out of heraldic symbols. These
representations in fact mirror the world of the Hungarian heraldry, which requires threedimensional pictures, in which action takes place, as Szabolcs de Vajay explained it.325 From
this respect the „Unicorn-hunt tapestries” differ fundamentally from the contemporary
Flemish and French tapestries, which lack agile plots, and in general all are exceedingly
crowded, which in itself makes impossible agile actions in contrast with the „Unicorn-hunt
tapestries.”
In fact the space, action and representation of „Unicorn-hunt tapestries” make us to
remember the coats of arms issued at the Hungarian court well representing the heraldic
practice already in the first part of the XVIth Century.326 The nearest relations of the „Unicornhunt tapestries” are the wings of the altarpiece from Csíkszentlélek presently in the Hungarian
National Gallery, on which the figures occupy the space in the same manner, and move in the
same manner, as on the „Unicorn-hunt tapestries,” and they wear the same type of clothes.327
The fortified church in the background of the „Saint Francis’ stigmatisation” on one of the left
side pictures of the altarpiece from Csíkszentlélek appears just such a way up in the
background, as the various palace buildings of Visegrád on the investigated tapestry series.328
It is hardly by chance, that the altarpiece with wings from Csíkszentlélek was painted in 1510,
and it displays the coat-of-arms of Wladislav IInd in addition to the shield of the family
Czakó.329
It also has to be taken into consideration, that the court of Buda was in permanent
shortage of money and in steady financial crisis because of Wladislav’s inability, a nd they
could not pay for nine hens in the carnival time of 1503.330 Therefore it is inconceivable, that
so many and so splendid tapestries covering at least 120 m2 (costing at least 9500 ducats)331
could have been financed, if they had to be ordered and paid from the expensive ateliers in
distant Flanders and France. Sanudo recorded on the 20th October 1502, that the kingdom was
in lack of money and Wladislav had difficulty in finding 2000 ducats for the defence of the
country. Eventually he could raise only 1000 by borrowing.332
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It was recorded however by the French knight, Bertrandon de la Brocquiere already in
1432, that the ouvrier de haute lice from Arras, Clays Davion tapestry maker worked in the
court of Buda.333 In 1486 King Matthias Corvinus gave forty tapestries woven with pictures to
Wladislav, that time still King of Bohemia,334 and tapestries having the value of forty
thousand florins of 1526 to Bartholomew Drágffy de Béltek.335 Such munificence was hardly
possible, unless the tapestry atelier in the court of Buda continued its operation up to and
including the time of Wladislav IInd. This tradition of tapestry weaving in the Hungarian court
continued in Transylvania, as it is obvious from the Transylvanian regulation of tapestrymaking in 1627,336 from the testimony of Evlia Chelebi in September 1661,337 from the
testimony of Count Ferdinand Marsigli from 1690,338 from the tapestry used by Prince France
Rákoczi IInd,339 and from the Transylvanian carpet dated D. S. 1724.340 This Transylvanian
tapestry weaving however cannot be conceived by art historians whatever is obvious from the
sources.
Finally it has to be pointed out, that on the reverse side of the tapestry the inscription
of IInd tapestry in Cyrillic letters „KNAZ CИPM”341 shows „IONAS A VIHOA” rendering in
Latin letters, into which the artist might have hidden his signature. According to the
Hungarian historical etymological dictionary VIHOLA was a Hungarian historical form of
VIOLA, the name of the flower.

Chapter VIII. Giorgione and the royal court of Buda.
In sharp contrast to the reign of King Matthias Corvinus, the foreign policy King
Wladislav IInd of Hungary led by his Chancellor Thomas Bakócz de Erdőd maintained very
friendly relations with Venice throughout his reign.342 In September 1499 Wladislav wrote to
the Serenissima stating that he will not marry anybody else, but only as he will be advised by
Venice.343 Marino Sanuto spoke with the painter, who travelled into France in order to paint
the future bride of Wladislav on the 14th August 1500 in Venice, and he recorded, that the
painter was Italian.344
In this connection we ought to survey shortly the system of diplomatic links developed
in that period. Thomas Bakócz de Erdőd became Cardinal on the 28th September 1500 with
“Il regno è in penuria di danari, il thesorier si duol, li danari nostro stagi tanto, e volse farsi servir de ducati 2000,
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the help of Venice345 at the same time, when from Queen Caterina Cornaro’s court in Asolo
his 18 years old cousin Marco Cornaro as well as Amanien d’Albret, the brother of the King
of Navarre346 were raised to the purple by Alexander VI.th 347 Previously on the 1st May 1499
Charlotte d’Albret from the same dynasty of Navarre was married by Cesare Borgia in
Blois,348 and Cesare Borgia’s portrait preserved in Forli was painted by Giorgione349 from the
court in Asolo.350 In the middle of August 1500 the Hungarian King’s envoys had to travel
just into Blois,351 because King Wladislav intended to marry a princess from the dynasty of
Navarre. This was the reason, that Hungarian envoys travelling through Venice had to bring
an exceptional painter with them in order to paint such portraits of Germaine de Foix and
Anna de Foix-Kendal,352 from which portraits King Wladislav could choose a bride in Buda
by the 28th November 1500.353 This system of diplomatic links gives the clue of the events
investigated and confirmation of the following conclusions.
Namely on the IInd tapestry of the Unicorn-hunt tapestries we can see an especially
elongated head behind Duke Johannes Corvinus and Duke Lawrence de Újlak. This head
appears behind the two dukes and between them, just as Rafael appears in the background of
the School of Athens in the Stanza della Segnatura354 between Bramante and Zoroaster (Pietro
Bembo) showing that this person on the Unicorn hunt tapestries as well must be an artist. This
face because of his exceptionally elongated head-structure differs completely from the other
62 heads represented on all the seven pieces of the tapestry series. In addition to his elongated
head-structure his slightly bent nose, slightly bent eyebrow, dark hair and dark-brown eyes as
well as his fleshier and more sensual lower lip identifies him with Giorgione represented on
his portraits in Braunschweig355 and in Budapest.356 Giorgione’s appearance on the unicornhunt tapestries showing the participants of Anne de Foix-Kendal’s marriage can not mean
hardly anything else, but that he was among the participants of her marriage celebrations, and
the only reason, that this very young painter from Castelfranco at the beginning of his very
short carrier appeared among the participants of this royal marriage in Hungary in 1502, could
not be anything else, but that he was the painter sent to paint the portraits of the possible
brides.
The appearance of Giorgione on the IInd tapestry is inseparably connected with the
fact, that the profile of Anne de Foix –Kendal on the VIth tapestry is identical with the profile
of the Portrait of a Lady by Giorgione belonging to the Norton Simon Museum in
California,357 the purpose and significance of which has been misunderstood by dull and
Philistine hypocrisy. Anne de Foix-Kendal’s slightly curved forehead fine and only very
345
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slightly snub nose, identically long maxilla, fleshier lower lip and slightly bent eyebrow on
the VIth tapestry is identical with Giorgione’s portrait in the Norton Simon Museum in
Pasadena. It was pointed out by E. Verheyen already in 1968, that the uncovering of Laura’s
bosom was connected precisely with contracting a marriage,358 and the picture in Pasadena is
much more tactful in this respect, because it represents a future queen. It ought to be realised
as well, that Anne de Foix-Kendal was raised in the court of Anne de Bretagne, whose
monument in Saint Denis represents her completely naked.359
Meanwhile it has to be also noticed, that the profile King Wladislav IInd on the VIth
tapestry is identical with Giorgione’s portrait in Munich known as Young Gentleman with
Fur,360 which has an inscription on the back already from the end of the XVIth Century:
Giorgion De Castel Franco F(ecit)/Maestro De Titiano.361 The subject of the portrait in
Munich is identified by the VIth tapestry in the Cloisters in New York, as the head on both
representation has the same fine aquiline nose, backwards strongly bending dark eyebrows
and fleshy lower lip. Wladislav IInd is distinguished on both representations also by his long
strait and dark hair, just as in his prayer book preserved in Oxford,362 where his profile shows
that he was painted on Giorgione’s portrait in Munich. The picture identifies his royal rank by
his fur coat, because Emperor Maximilian wears identical fur coat on Dürer’s portrait now in
Vienna,363 just as the oldest king on Dürer’s Adoration of the Magi in Florence.364 Giorgione
turned the King’s head with good intuition to show his face at his advantage. In this way
Giorgione’s portrait shows, that Wladislav was a beautiful man as noticed by Cesar Valantini,
the envoy of Ferrara at the meeting of Iglau on the 11th September 1488,365 when his good
looks elicited Queen Beatrix’ sympathy already according to Dubravius.366 Giorgione’s
composition turned the King towards a round window. This round window apparently with a
star in the glass above him and the small arched door opening on his left represented on the
painting in Munich is identical with the round windows with stars on the glass, and the similar
small arched door openings in the throne room of the Fresh Palace shown in the Matthias
Gradual.367 This also show, that the person represented is the King of Hungary, as in that
throne room was the most important and most representative seat of his power. Incidentally
the star in the window is obviously an allusion to Wladislav’s star: the Cor Leonis, which
occupied the zenith, when Wladislav was born and at the times of his coronations both in
Bohemia as well as in Hungary.368 His recorded inscription in Latin written in the royal castle
of Buda stated „Magnanimus princeps diademate gaudet utroque Vladislaus, tollit ad astra
caput”369 similarly indicated, that Wladislav raised his head to the stars just as in the painting
in Munich.
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However nothing can demonstrate better Wladislav’s identity on the Munich portrait
than the description of the character of the person represented by Wolf-Dietzer Dube:
„The gentle romantic, indecisive character of this young man is reminiscent of
Giorgione: intelligent and dreamy apparently timid and lethargic, yet also capable of energetic
action….”370 No one could characterise knowingly Wladislav’s personality better, while it is
obvious, that Wolf-Dietzer Dube did not know, whom the portrait represented in the reality.
Nonetheless this is perfect intuition into Wladisdlav’s personality, and this shows and
confirms, that the portrait represents this Hungarian king.
Wladislav IInd also appears as the youngest king on Giorgione’s Adoration of the
Magi in the National Gallery in London,371 where his appearance is almost identical with his
representation on Berhard Strigel’s painting in Museum of Fine Arts in Budapest.372 The
person in armour in the background of this Adoration, but at the centre of the painting and at
the top of the composition’s triangle is the highest person on the entire picture. His profile is
identical with the youngest scholar on Giorgione’s „Three philosophers” in Vienna,373 whose
figure is a self-portrait of Giorgione according to Pietro Zampetti.374
The Madonna’s model on the left side of this Adoration was most probably Queen
Anna de Foix-Kendal, and it seems to follow from the structure of composition, that the finely
clad young gentlemen on the opposite place on the right side of the picture was her cousin,
Gaston de Foix, the younger brother of Germain de Foix. Namely his head-structure is
identical with the head of Gaston de Foix on his effigy by Bambaia now in the Museo Civico
in Milan.375 The head-structure of the same effigy is also identical with the „Shepherd with
Flute” in the Royal Collection at Hampton Court.376
This actually again confirms the tradition, that Giorgione painted members of the
dynasty de Foix.377 Modern entmythologisierung should like to believe, that there was no
connection between the painter of Castelfranco and the hero, who won the battle of Ravenna
on the 11th April 1512, when he died, but it only shows the superficiality of this fashion, and
their negligence of the various historical details and diplomatic links.
A painting the National Gallery in London is now named as „Homage to a poet”,378
was qualified by Pignatti as a painting belonging to the close circle of Giorgione.379 This
picture used to be known as „King Salomon” earlier, but it was renamed „Homage to a poet”
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because of the laurel wreath on his head.380 As a matter of fact precisely this laurel wreath
identifies him as Wladislav IInd, because he wanted to imitate his contemporary, predecessor
and rival for the throne of Bohemia, King Matthias Corvinus in this. Namely King Mastthias
was represented usually with laurel wreath, for example on the Bible of Erlangen381 and on
the medallion „Marti fautori”382 following the antique emperors’ custom. Wladislav was also
identified by the black eagle feathers, which seemed to appear on his throne before the
paintings restoration some years ago, as black eagle’s feathers constitute his crest on the
balcony of Prague cathedral.383 His head on the London painting in question corresponds to
his representation on the charter given to the family Pethő de Gerse issued on the 22nd
November 1507,384 and in his Prayer book in Oxford.385 The picture in London however
shows, that according to Dubravius Wladislav grew beard after his consort’s death, and his
subjects tried to console him in various ways.386 This is mirrored exactly by the composition
in London, where his beard made his face to appear longer, and where a page brings him
flowers, a minstrel plays lute, poetry books are placed at the steps of his throne next to the
minstrel, and there is his young son as well to console him, just as a peacock, a cheetah and
stag from his game park. Therefore the painting could be better called „The consolation of
Wladislav IInd”. Namely it is most unlikely, that a poet would keep a cheetah and a game park
as well, which used to be more usual in the royal courts. Already in 1413-1415 the Limbourg
brothers marked the royal rank of the Three Kings by accompanying them in their journey
with cheetahs.387
Wladislav IInd is also identified by the appearance of his son Louis IInd as well as by
the large age difference between him and his small son on the picture, as Louis IInd was 41
years younger, than his father. The identity of small Louis IInd is shown by his closeness to his
father next to his throne, as well as by his dark hair. It is true, that Louis IInd had extremely
fair hair on the charter given to the family Pethő de Gerse issued on the 22nd November 1507,
when he was one year four months and 20 days old, and on Berhard Strigel’s painting in
Museum of Fine Arts in Budapest both quoted above. Nonetheless Louis IInd has very dark
hair on his grown up portraits, for example on the one brought by his consort into the Low
Countries, and now in Brussels,388 as well as on his picture in the Museum of Fine Arts in
Budapest.389 Thisdemonstrates, that the colour of his hair changed, as he grew older, and this
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dates „The consolation of Wladislav IInd” into the years around 1509, which correspond to the
date given by Pignatti.390 Louis IInd's young personality and his dark hair also appear to be the
same as on his portrait in the Ambrosiana in Milan investigated below. Curiously just as
Wladislav is consoled by poetry on the composition in London, he appointed two poets to be
teachers of his small son, Louis IInd.391
This painting in London represents excellently Wladislav’s lethargy after his
consort’s death, and when the complete system of his diplomatic alliances started to collapse
as fate develops in Greek tragedies, and the masterwork makes perceptible the psychological
distance between the King and his forty-one years younger son. Therefore the picture betrays
Giorgione’s brush.
A painting titled „Horoscope” destroyed or disappeared from Gemäldegalerie in
Dresden.392 Pietro Zampetti has found that „the subject is somewhat obscure,”393 but there is a
conspicuously represented white eagle occupying a large part of the lower right corner of the
painting. This white eagle was represented without crown and had a tail with plant-like
decorations. Meanwhile the white eagle of the Hungarian Jegellons is usually crownless and
his tail is transformed into plant-like decorations on the gold dollar of Wladislav IInd struck at
Körmöcbánya,394 as well as on his Cassianus395 and Beda manuscripts 396 and on his
Aristoteles incunabulum,397 perhaps in order to distinguish (or heraldically speaking to
differentiate) their eagle from the Polish Jagellons. As the painting destroyed in Dresden in
1945 was painted in the first two decades of the XVIth Century, the 13-14 years old boy
398
playing a prominent part on the composition can not be anybody else, but only Louis IInd,
because he was the only person of this age in the entire Jagellon family at the time.399 This
places the date of the picture into 1520. Therefore the infant on the picture is his cousin
Sigismund August born on the 1st August 1520 securing the survival of the Jagellon dynasty
in Poland. This is confirmed by the profile of the infant’s mother, as it is identical with Bona
Sforza’s appearance on her medallions.400 The statue of Venus occupies the highest point in
the triangle of the composition corresponding to the horoscope of Louis IInd,401 but the Venus
must have occupied an important place at the birth of Sigismund August as well, as he placed
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his monument in the Wavel in such a way, that his eyes turn towards the planet Venus.402 The
representation of an event of 1520 on this painting destroyed in Dresden obviously excludes
the possibility, that it could have been painted by Giorgione, who died in 1510.
It was however pointed out by art historians, that the features of 13-14 years old Louis
nd
II on the Horoscope are identical with two further portraits, 403 one, on which he was about
10-11 years old,404 has been preserved in the Ambrosiana in Milan,405 the other on which he
was about 13-14406 was brought from Oxford to New York.407 The attractive personality and
the profile especially on the excellent portrait in Milan are identical with the representation of
Louis IInd on Dürer’s nearly contemporary woodcut from 1515.408 This confirms our
conclusions and excludes the possibility that these excellent portraits could have been painted
by Giorgione. The introversion and the feeling of loneliness on the portrait in the Ambrosiana
shows it surprisingly well, and with great artistry, that the small Louis IInd was left orphan by
the death of Anne de Foix-Kendal. This shows that his portrait must have been painted by a
very great Venetian artist of the period, as the Serenissima obviously took care that her
godchild, Louis IInd 409 should be portrayed by the best Venetian painter of the period.
Because of the Giorgionesque character of the painting this very great Venetian artist could
not be anybody else but the young Titian still under the influence of Giorgione.
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